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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Coal has gained importance in recent years as an alternative 
source of energy to oil and gas. The transportation of coal also has 
become important. Railroads and waterways have been the most popular 
means of transportation of coal. However, as the demand for coal 
increases, faster and more economical ways of transportation are needed. 
One such way is the transportation of a coal-water slurry through a 
pipeline. There are already a few such pipelines in use; e.g. the Mesa 
coal pipeline between a coal mine site in the Navajo-Hopi Indian reser-
vation in Arizona and the Mohave power plant in Nevada covers a dis-
tance of 273 miles. The growing interest in such pipelines can be 
evidenced by the plan of Energy Transportation Systems, Inc., of New 
Jersey to have a 38 inch diameter underground coal slurry pipeline from 
Campbell County, Wyoming, 1040 miles to the Middle South Utilities 
System's power generating complex in south-central Arkansas. Also, 
coal-water slurries themselves are involved as an in-plant process in 
coal gasification and liquification. 
To make the transportation of coal in the form of slurries 
economical and safe, good design techniques are needed that take into 
account the severe pressure transients that can occur during startup 
and shutdown operations or due to unforeseen circumstances such as pump 
power failure, pipeline rupture, or sudden valve closure. Dynamic 
1 
2 
models exist for pipelines carrying Newtonian fluids and these models 
are being used for better design of pipelines. Since coal-water slur-
ries are non-Newtonian fluids the models developed for Ne~tonian fluids 
may not be applicable to coal slurry pipelines. For illustration, a 
pipeline of length 2941 in. and internal diameter of 1 in. has been 
simulated on a digital computer using two dynamic models. The first 
model is based on the non-Newtonian nature of coal slurry and the other 
model treats the coal slurry as a Newtonian fluid with an apparent vis-
cosity. The results of the simulation of these two models for a sudden 
valve closure at the downstream end of the line are shown in Figure 1. 
The computed results in Figure 1 indicate that the attenuation charac-
teristic of a coal slurry pipeline is predicted differently by the two 
models. A comparison of these two models with experimental results in 
Chapter VI shows that a model which accounts for the non-Newtonian 
nature of a coal slurry is more appropriate for predicting the pressure 
transients in a pipeline. 
Dynamic models that consider the non-Newtonian behavior of coal 
slurries can be very useful in the optimum design of the pipelines, 
e.g. selection of wall thicknesses, pipe material, valve closure times, 
etc •. Also, increasing use is being made of computers to monitor and 
control slurry flows through pipelines. Appropriate dynamic models are 
needed in such cases for controller design and implementation. 
An important consideration in pipeline design is whether or not 
cavitation bubbles form (i.e., the "column separates") at certain points 
along the pipeline. Presence of cavitation creates very law pressures 
inside the pipeline. When transient forces acting within a pipeline 
cause a cavitation bubble to collapse, the local pressure may rise 
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suddenly to a very high value. Sudden pressure variations from below 
atmospheric to several orders of magnitude above atmospheric pressure 
subject the pipewall to severe transient stresses. Due to the presence 
of solid particles in a coal slurry, severe erosion may accompany cavi-
tation bubble formation and collapse. Research is underway to predict 
the occurrence of cavitation and resulting column separation more 
accurately in a pipeline. As yet, a generalized model has not been 
obtained. However, even a simple model that can be used to predict 
cavitation and the resulting column separation fairly accurately for a 
particular fluid like a coal slurry would enhance pipeline design. 
Such a dynamic model would aid the design of surge pressure suppression 
devices and the selection of safe valve closu~e times. The research 
described in this dissertation was motivated by the needs described 
above for a dynamic model for pipelines carrying coal slurries. 
Rheological Characteristics of a Coal Slurry 
The coal slurries that are currently being used have different 
compositions consisting of various sizes and concentrations of coal 
particles. However, the slurries that are being used in long distance 
transportation generally have relatively small sized particles in high 
concentrations so as to have very low settling velocities and high 
packing density. The shear stress/shear rate relations for these 
fluids are non-Newtonian in character. Non-Newtonian fluids are 
broadly classified as pseudoplastic, dilatant or Bingham plastic (see 
Figure 2). Fluids can also be classified according to the time-
dependent nature of the shear stress for a given shear rate. If shear 
stress decreases with respect to time, then the fluid is called 
Shear Stress (Trz) 
Generalized Bingham plastic~ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
/ 
Shear Rate (-ov2 /ar) 
Figure 2. Classification of Basic Fluid Types in Terms of Shear 
Stress/Shear Rate Relations. 
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thixotropic. If it increases, the fluid is rheopectic. For high con-
centrations and small particle sizes of coal, a coal slurry behaves 
approximately like a homogeneous thixotropic Bingham plastic fluid [1], 
even though the behavior at small shear rates is Newtonian. 
Based on the available literature, it is believed that the most 
simple and appropriate rheological model for a coal slurry involving 
high concentrations of fine coal particles is the pseudo-Bingham plas-
tic model illustrated in Figure 3. The pseudo-Bingham plastic model 
can be characterized as follows: 
av 
z 
'[rz ... llo (- ar) for 
for '[ > '[0 + 0 
rz -
'[ < '[0 + 0 rz-
(1.1) 
(1.2) 
where o is a small increment in shear stress. As o tends to zero, T 
rz 
tends to -r0 at avz/ar = 0. In other words, the rheological behavior of 
a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid approaches that of an ideal Bingham 
plastic fluid as o tends to zero. 
Objectives and Scope of Study 
The primary objectives of the study were the following: 
1. To extend the one-dimensional constant friction dynamic 
model for pipelines carrying Newtonian fluids [2] to 
pipelines carrying coal slurries or pseudo-Bingham 
plastic fluids. Column separation effects and opera-
tion of the line in both laminar and turbulent flow 
regimes should be considered. The constant friction 
dynamic model for the turbulent flow regime would be 
based on experimental results for slurry flow in the tur-
bulent flow regime [4]. 
2. To develop a one-dimensional time-dependent friction 
SHEAR 
STRESS 
11-o 
PSEUDO BINGHAM 
PLASTIC FLUID 
SHEAR RATE 
-avz 
-v 
Figure 3. Rheogram for Pseudo Bingham Plastic Fluid. 
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dynamic model for unsteady laminar flow in a coal slurry 
pipeline. This model is similar to but not a simple 
extension of the time-dependent friction model for Newto~ 
nian fluids [3]. 
3. To validate the constant friction and time-dependent 
friction models through experiments with a coal slurry 
that has a rheological characteristic that can be 
approximated by the pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid· 
model. The constant friction model also should be 
validated when there is column separation in the line. 
Plan of Presentation 
A summary of the literature reviewed for this study is presented 
in Chapter II. Basic water hammer equations are developed in Chapter 
8 
III. Chapter IV covers the modelling procedures for the constant fric-
tion and the time-dependent friction models in the laminar flow regime. 
An algorithm that extends the constant friction model to the turbulent 
flow regime is also presented in Chapter IV. Details of all deriva-
tions are given in Appendix A. A simple cavity growth model is devel-
oped in Chapter V along with an algorithm to include the cavitation 
model in the constant friction line model to predict column separation 
in a pipeline. Validation of the various models with experiments is 
discussed in Chapter VI. The conclusions and recommendations appear in 
Chapter VII. Program listings for all computer programs used are 
presented in Appendix B. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE SURVEY 
A summary of related literature is presented in this chapter. 
Though the dissertation is primarily related to dynamic models for coal 
slurry, the literature survey included other types of slurries and 
liquids that behave like Bingham plastic fluids or pseudo-Bingham plas-
tic fluids. The survey indicated the following: 
1. No attempt has been made to study the general transient 
behavior of Bingham plastic fluids in a pipeline sub-
jected to sudden changes in input or boundary conditions, 
although unsteady flow behavior of Bingham plastic fluids 
at a cross-section of a pipeline subjected to step input 
pressure gradient has been studied using analytical or 
numer:f.cal methods. In the case of pseudo-Bingham 
plastic fluids, no literature is available regarding 
unsteady flow. 
2. Experimental data on the unsteady flow of Bingham plas-
tic fluids or pseudo-Bingham plastic fluids such as 
coal slurry is not available. 
Since the flow behavior of coal slurries is of primary importance 
to this dissertation a brief review of literature on coal slurries is 
given. This review is followed by a survey of the literature on 
Bingham plastic fluids, unsteady flow of Newtonian fluids (as is rele-
vant for the current study) and column separation effects in pipelines. 
Behavior of Coal and Charcoal Slurries 
There is considerable literature on the behavior of coal slurries. 
9 
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Though coal slurries are basically two-phase fluids, they have been 
treated as homogeneous single-phase fluids under certain conditions. 
These conditions are when the coal slurry has a very low settling 
velocity 1 , and when the relative velocity between the particles and the 
liquid is very small. Under these conditions the coal slurry behaves 
like single-phase non-Newtonian liquid. The coal slurry composition 
that is being used currently to transport coal over long distances 
through pipelines generally consists of small particle sizes of coal in 
high concentrations mixed with water. Faddick [1] showed that a coal 
slurry with such a composition behaves like a non-Newtonian fluid and 
at sufficiently high concentrations it behaves like a Bingham plastic 
fluid. From the rheogram presented in Reference [1] and which is repro-
duced in Figure 4, coal with a mean size of 2200 microns mixed with 
water in high concentrations appears to behave approximately as a 
pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid. In another study, Sacks, Romney, Jones 
[5] presented data related to charcoal slurry flow through pipelines. 
They correlated the pipeline data with the steady-state analytical 
model developed by Buckingham and Reiner [6,7,8]. From their results, 
charcoal slurries behave like Bingham plastic fluids at concentrations 
greater than 40% by weight and for small particle sizes2 • Similar 
results have been reported by Bain and Bonnington [9]. 
1 Small particles have a tendency to settle only at extremely low 
liquid velocities. 
2Less than 325 mesh. 
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Bingham Plastic Fluids 
Steady Flow of Bingham Plastic Fluids 
Bingham and Green in 1919 suggested a two parameter model for the 
shear stress/shear rate relationship for fluids like paints, pastes, 
and suspensions. Later Buckingham and Reiner [6,7,8] obtained the 
steady-state analytical relationship between flow rate and pressure 
drop for the laminar flow of a Bingham plastic fluid in a circular 
line. The Buckingham-Reiner equation has been found to describe ade-
quately the flow through a capillary. tube for a wide range of shear 
rates by researchers like Caldwell and Babbit [10], McMillen· [11], 
and Thomas [12]. Steady-state models have also been developed for 
Bingham plastic fluids in the turbulent flow regime. These models are 
empirical in nature, like the corresponding ones for turbulent flow of 
Newtonian fluids in pipelines. A good description of the literature 
on non-Newtonian fluids, including their behavior in the turbulent flow 
regime under steady-state conditions, can be found in books by Wilkinson 
[13], Skelland [14]. Among the steady-state friction models for the 
turbulent flow regime, the most convenient one is the model developed 
by Tomita [4] for Bingham plastic fluids like slurries, muds, etc. 
Tomita's model is discussed in detail in a later chapter. Much work 
has also been done in determining the two parameters TO and n for 
various fluids like pastes, paints and slurries [15] which have been 
treated as Bingham plastic fluids. However, very little ,mention is 
made of coal slurries in the above references, viz. [13,14,15]. 
Based on the work of Faddick [1], Sacks et al. [5], Bain and 
Bennington [9], it is believed that a pseudo-Bingham plastic model is 
13 
appropriate for describing the rheological characteristics of coal 
slurries with high concentrations of small particles. The rheograms 
obtained for the coal slurry used in the experiment show that the fluid 
rheological behavior resembles more that of a pseudo-Bingham plastic 
fluid than an ideal Bingham plastic fluid. 
Unsteady Flow of Bingham Plastic Fluids 
In contrast to the extensive studies conducted on the steady flow 
of Bingham plastic fluids. limited work has been done on the unsteady 
flow of Bingham plastic fluids in circular cross-section lines. Atabek 
[16] derived expressions for the velocity profiles during the start-up 
flow of a Bingham plastic fluid in a circular 'line. However this 
analysis is based on the assumption that the line is long enough that 
there are no pressure wave reflections. Duggins [17] solved the same 
problem numerically using finite element methods and claimed that his 
solution is more accurate than the analytical solution given by Atabek 
[16]. Duggin's solution technique eliminated the discontinuity in the 
acceleration and the stress gradient that appears across the boundary 
of the core and sheared annulus in Atabek's solution. Beaman [18] also 
obtained independently similar numerical solutions for the transient 
velocity profiles of Bingham plastic fluids for a step pressure gradient 
along the line. His treatment of the problem was similar to that of 
Meyer [19] who obtained a numerical solution for a two-phase heat con-
duction problem using the well known "Method of Lines" technique 3 • 
3Beaman did not reference the earlier work of Atabek and Duggins. 
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Unsteady Flow of Newtonian Fluids 
There is a vast amount of literature regarding the unsteady flow 
of Newtonian fluids. Some of the related references are given in the 
bibliography [2,3,20,21,22,23]. The most comprehensive time-domain 
model for unsteady flow of a Newtonian fluid in the laminar flow regime 
is the time-dependent friction model developed by Zielke [3] and 
improved by Brown [23] using the Method of Characteristics. This model 
is valid for small amplitude signals with negligible through flow. 
In the current dissertation, a model that is similar to the one devel-
oped by Zielke for Newtonian fluids is formulated for pipelines carry-
ing coal slurries that behave like a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid. 
' 
Another model that is less comprehensive but is computationally faster 
is the constant friction model [2]. The constant friction model also 
uses the Method of Characteristics solution technique. A similar model 
has been developed by the author and is described in a later chapter. 
Column Separation 
Column separation is a phenomenon where a cavity is formed between 
two columns of liquid. It has been assumed that whenever the pressure 
at any point in the line falls below the vapor pressure of the liquid, 
cavitation occurs. A review of models used for cavitation in pipelines 
can be found in the textbook by Wylie and Streeter [2]. A few referen-
ces relevant to present dissertation are discussed. Some jnvestigators 
have assumed that once the pressure at a point in a pipeline reache3 
the fluid vapor pressure, the fluid vaporizes and the minimum pressure 
is always the vapor pressure. Baltzer [24] and Streeter [25] used this 
15 
vapor pressure assumption in predicting the pressure transients in a 
pipeline in which column separation occurred. Safwat and Van der Polder 
[26] attempted to validate this vapor pressure assumption by studying 
experimentally a pipeline terminated by a shut-off valve and carrying 
pure water. In their experiments column separation was caused to occur 
downstream of the valve by suddenly closing the valve. Though the 
first peak pressure immediately after cavitation matched in amplitude 
with analytical predictions, the latter peaks did not match either in 
amplitude or with the time of occurrence of the peaks. 
Scweitzer and Szebehely [27] found that cavitation often is asso-
ciated with the release of dissolved air rather than simply liquid 
vaporization. Oriels [28] used this concept of air release to model the 
behavior of a cavity which often forms in a liquid line just downstream 
of a closing valve. Oriels also obtained good experimental correlation 
for the first peak and a better correlation for the second peak than 
others did with their models using the vapor only mechanism. Kerosene, 
which contains a large amount of air, was used as the liquid medium in 
Oriels' experiments. Air was released only at the downstream end of 
the valve. Scweitzer and Szebehely [27] also found that the percentage 
of dissolved air is very small in certain liquids like pure water, and 
that the cavity bubble is predominantly occupied by liquid vapor rather 
than air (gas). In an analytical study, Brown [29] allowed air release 
to occur at certain points along the pipeline and treated the released 
air as discrete pockets. ·For slow transients such as the pump failure 
cases reported by Brown, the results are satisfactory as far as the 
peak amplitude predictions are concerned. For rapid transients such as 
sudden valve closures, Brown's method of releasing air led to 
instability in the solution. The cavitation models discussed so far 
are based on macroscopic analysis of the air bubble. Another type of 
cavitation model takes into account the microscopic behavior of indi-
vidual bubbles [30]. Though by far this approach seems to result in 
better correlations with experiments, it seems to have one serious 
drawback. That is, it is difficult to estimate apriori the number of 
16 
· bubbles in a given fluid volume and experiments have to be performed 
to get an estimate. This estimate may or may not be close to the 
actual number of bubbles that may exist for a given pipeline system. 
For rapid transients and with low air content, the solutions using the 
microscopic approach also are not stable numerically and various arti-
ficial means are necessary to stabilize the solutions. 
CHAPTER III 
BASIC EQUATIONS OF WATER HAMMER FOR 
PSEUDO BINGHAM PLASTIC 
FLUIDS 
Basic equations for a fluid transmission line with a Newtonian 
fluid have been presented by several authors. The equations for a 
transmission line with a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid are essentially 
the same except for the friction term. Though the following equations 
have been obtained earlier by others, they are repeated here for the 
sake of completeness. 
In vectorial form, the following are the equations that describe 
the flow of fluid [31]: 
Continuity: 
(3.1) 
Equation of Motion: 
~ -+ 
-Vp - V • T + pg (3.2) 
Energy: 
(3.3) 
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The above equations are based on the assumption that the fluid is 
homogeneous. No other additional assumptions are made. 
The energy equation is not considered hereafter as it is assumed 
that the temperature variations along the pipeline are negligible and 
the rates of change of fluid properties are small compared to the rates 
of change of the other variables. 
Equation (3.2) when expanded into the r,S,z components of a cylin-
drical co-ordinate system will result in three scalar equations [31]. 
These equations can be simplified further by using the following 
assumptions: 
a) v = -o, ve = o. r 
b) Flow is axi-symmetric. 
c) g = r 0, ge = o. 
The resulting equations are as follows: 
Continuity: 
an a 
= +- (pv ) = 0 
at az z (3.4) 
r-Momentum: 
1' aT 
0 • - lE. - (1..£... (r 1' ) - ~ + _.!:!.) 
ar r ar rr r dZ (3.5) 
8-Momentum: 
(3.6) 
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z-Momentum: 
dV dV dT 
P (_Z + v _z) = - .£E_- (.!___£__ (r T ) +_g) + pg dt Z dZ dZ r dr rz dZ Z (3. 7) 
In the case of Newtonian fluids, the stress tensor components are 
functions of vr' ve, vz' ~. k as given below: 
av 
fl(vr' ve, z ~. k) T = az' rr (3.8) 
av 
z ~) T = f2<ar· v ' rz r (3.9) 
av 
Tee = f3<ve, 
z ~. k) vr' a;-· (3.10) 
Tre = f4(ve, vr' ~) (3.11) 
dV 
Tez = fs<ve, 
__ z 
~) 
ae ' 
(3.12) 
av 
z 
ve, ~. k) T = f6 <a;-· v ' zz r (3.13) 
Exact functional relationships are presented in reference 31. The 
above equations are based on the rheological relationship of Newtonian 
fluids which is as follows: 
T = ~E. (3.14) 
In the case of the pseudo-Bingham plastic fluids, the relationship 
between shear stress and strain rate is as follows: 
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T =- T + nE for 0 T > T + 0 - 0 (3.15) 
and 
for T<T.+o •. 
- 0 
The functional relationships of the stress tensor components are 
(3.16) 
similar to those of Newtonian fluids except for the additional para-
meter -r0 • 
Hence Equation (3.5) reduces to the following equation for Newto~ 
nian as well as pseudo-Bingham plastic fluids. 
r-Momentum: 
.Q.p_ _ Chrr _ Chrz 
0 = - ar ar ()z (3.17) 
The right-hand side of Equation (3.6) reduces to zero. 
Assuming that axial gradients of velocity and temperature can be 
neglected with respect to the radial gradients, and that the variation 
of the axial velocity gradient in the radial direction can be consid~ 
ered to be small, it can be deduced from Equation (3.17) that pressure 
is constant along the radial direction. In addition, the z-momentum 
equation reduces to the following: 
z-Momentum: 
dV dV 
P (-z + v z) ... - 2.£. - .!. .1._ ( r T ) + pg • at z az ()z r ar rz z (3.18) 
Equations (3.4) and (3.18) describe the flow of Newtonian or pseudo-
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Bingham plastic fluids in a circular pipeline under isothermal 
conditions. 
Since there are four unknowns i.e. vz' p, p, Trz' two more equa-
tions are needed. They are the following: 
Equation of State: 
dp ... sEQ 
Po 
Rheological Relationship: 
av 
T = ll (- _z) 
rz 0 Clr 
for T > Tl rz-
for 1: < T1 rz-
(3.19) 
(3.20) 
(3. 21) 
Rewriting Equation (3.4) after substituting Equation (3.19) for p 
in (3.4) and assuming small variations in density, gives 
(3.22) 
Equations (3.22), (3.18), (3.20), and (3.21) are used in later 
chapters to describe the flow of a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid in a 
circular pipeline under constant temperature conditions. 
CHAPTER IV 
WALL SHEAR STRESS EVALUATION FOR 
UNSTEADY FLOW 
The basic equations to be solved for unsteady pseudo-Bingham plas-
tic fluid flow through a constant diameter pipeline have been given.in 
the previous chapter. Similar equations already exist for Newtonian 
fluids. In this chapter the basic equations derived in the previous 
chapter will be averaged to make the equations' one-dimensional. Then, 
evaluation of the wall shear stress using steady-state friction and 
time-dependent friction will be discussed. Calculation of steady-state 
friction and time-dependent friction will be based on the fact that 
coal slurry behaves like a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid. 
Equations (3.22) and (3.18) arethe same for Newtonian fluids also. 
The difference lies in the rheological relationships for Newtonian and 
pseudo-Bingham plastic fluids. If R is the radius of a pipeline, inte-
grating continuity and z-momentum equations with respect to r and 
dividing by the area of cross-section A, gives: 
Continuity: 
2TI JR ~ 2TI JR ~ 2TI R ovz 
8A 0 <at) rdr + 8A 0 (vz az) rdr + T fo <az-> rdr = 0 (4.1) 
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z-Momentum: 
27rp0 JR avz avz 27r JR ~ 
-A- 0 <-at+ vz a;-> rdr = -A 0 <az> rdr 
21r IR 1 a · 2'ITPo fRo 
- A 0 (r ar (rTrz)) rdr + -A- gz rdr. (4.2) 
avz 
The convective acceleration term Vz ~ is small compared to the 
avz 27r R avz 
local acceleration~· So A J0 (v~ az) rdr can be approximated as 
_ dVZ 
Vz ~· Also pressure does not vary across the cross-section. Equa-
tions (4.1) and (4.2) will then reduce to the following in terms of q. 
The gravitational force term is included in the pressure force term. 
Continuity: 
(4. 3) 
z-Momentum: 
apt 21rR 
=------'( 
az A w (4.4) 
Equations (4.3) and (4.4) coupled with the rheological relationship 
and the initial and boundary conditions can be used for determining the 
pressure and flow rate at any point along a pipeline. The method of 
characteristics' solution technique [32) can be used to solve the 
partial differential equations given above. This solution technique 
makes it possible to convert the hyperbolic partial differential 
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equations into ordinary differential equations along the characteristic 
lines. 
Multiplying Equation (4.3) by a constant K and adding it to Equa-
tion (4.4), gives: 
K (apt + (vz + _Kf3) apt Po (1g_ + (_!_ + v ) ~ 
s at az-> + T at Po z az 
(4.5) 
Constant K should be so chosen that partial derivatives become 
total derivatives. 
then 
Since 
~ = 2..E. + 2..E. dz 
dt at az dt 
- .fi K - dz 
v + ... - + v = dt 
z K Po z 
where K = ±/Sp0 • The velocity of sound in a liquid is given by 
a = /ff!P. 
Equation (4.5) then becomes after rearranging, 
dz -
when --- - v + ao dt z 
and 
(4.6) 
(4.7) 
(4.8) 
Normalizing equations (4.8) and (4.9), yields 
-
dn' Poao 1 dn' _ 27TRL , v z 8z ~dt 1 + (-A-) -N ..=:.:;a._dt' - - -- T - - p - L 
r A w a0 0 pf 
v dz' z 
when dt' "' a + 1 
0 
and 
dn' Poao _1 dn' = 2TIRL , v z 8z 
.=.s:_ + (--) ..=.:;a._ - -- T + - p - L 
- d t ' A N r d t ' A w a0 0 P f 
dz' vz 
when d t t = a - 1. 
0 
then 
~ .5!L_ L 
dt' + NK dt' - - 4(0) 
dz' -
when --- = v ' + 1 dt t z 
and 
-r ' - v' w z 
d ' d ' L 
- -~ + N ~ = -4(-) dt' K dt' D 
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(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
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dz' -
when -- = v ' - 1. dt' z 
Equations (4.12) and (4.13) can be solved on a digital computer 
using finite differences. To solve these equations, wall shear stress 
needs to be specified along with initial and boundary conditions. In 
the case of Newtonian fluids, the wall shear stress has been evaluated 
using either steady-state or time-dependent friction [2,3]. When using 
steady-state friction, the wall shear stress is a function of flow rate 
at a given instant of time. When time-dependent friction is used, it 
is not only a function of flow rate at a given instant of time but also 
a function of the past history of the velocity gradients. A similar 
approach can be used for evaluating the wall shear stress for a pseudo-
Bingham plastic fluid such as coal slurry. Faddick [1] has obtained 
rheograms for coal slurries having different concentrations for a nomi-
nal particle size of 2200 microns (Figure 4). At high concentrations 
and with small particle sizes of coal, the rheological property of coal 
slurry is similar to that of a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid (Figure 3). 
If 8 , p are the effective bulk modulus and density respectively 
e e 
of a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid, then the characteristic Equations 
(4.12) and (4.13) will still hold and the only difference will be in 
the evaluation of wall shear stress T • If it is assumed that the max-
w 
imum average velocity in the pipeline is considerably smaller than the 
velocity of sound and the elevation angle of the pipeline is small, 
then Equations (4.12) and (4.13) will simplify to the following 
equations: 
~ ~ L dt' + NKe dt' a - 4 <n> T ' w (4.14) 
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dz 1 
when dtl = +1 
and 
- ~ + N ~ = -4(1 ) T 1 dt 1 Ke dt 1 D w (4.15) 
dz 1 . 
when dt 1 = -1. 
Constant Friction Model 
For a Bingham plastic fluid the rheological relationship at the 
wall is given by the following: 
av 
Tw =TO+ n(- arz)'r=R for 
for T < TO. w-
T > TO w- (4.16) 
(4~ 17) 
The rheological behavior of a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid can be 
modelled as follows: 
av 
Tw =TO+ n(- arz)'r=R 
av 
TW =TO(- a:)jr=R for 
for 
T < TO + C. w-
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
The steady-state relationship between the wall shear stress and the 
flow rate of a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid viz. coal slurry can be 
approximated by steady-state relationships for wall shear stress [31] 
of Newtonian and Bingham plastic fluids. 
then 
Treating the fluid as a Newtonian fluid for T < T0 + o, w-
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(4.20) 
in steady-state. Treating the fluid as a Bingham plastic fluid for 
T > TO. + 0, 
w-
When Tw = T1 , 
for T > TO + O. w-
Knowing T0 and n from measured rheological characteristics, ~O is 
given by 
~0 = n 
( 4. 21) 
(4.22) 
(4.23) 
An explicit solution for T in terms of q is quite involved in the 
w 
case of Bingham plastic fluids. But Equation (4.21) can be recursively 
used to obtain the wall shear stress T for a given q. This approach 
w 
gives only an approximate wall shear stress of a pseudo-Bingham plastic 
fluid flowing in a pipeline. Normalizing Equations (4.20) and (4.21), 
yields 
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q' = 41 (t ' 
D w 
t ' 3 0 ( TT) ) for q' > q ' 
- 1 (4.24) 
t ' w 
= l <llo> n ' 4 n 1 q for 
w 
(4.25) 
These equations along with Equations (4.14) and (4.15) are implemented 
in a finite difference form on a digital computer to compare with 
experimental results in a later chapter. 
Time Dependent Friction Model 
For Newtonian fluids, Zielke (3] obtained an expression for the 
wall shear stress as a function of the past history of velocity gra-
dients. Before Zielke, Szymanski [33) obtained an expression for the 
wall shear stress in terms of the past history of pressure gradients. 
It has been found that both expressions lead to the same result as far 
as predicting the pressure transients in a pipeline. However the 
approach based on velocity gradients is more convenient to implement 
than the one based on pressure gradients. For Bingham plastic fluids, 
as shown in tha previous section, the wall shear stress unfortunately 
can not. be represented as an explicit function of the average velocity. 
Hence, wall shear stress is evaluated based on the past history of 
pressure gradients instead of velocity gradients. 
Atabek [16] developed an expression for the shear stress distri-
bution across the cross section of a pipeline carrying a Bingham plas-
tic fluid. He extended Szymanski's analysis technique to evaluate the 
shear stress for Bingham plastic fluid flow in a circular pipeline. 
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Atabek's approach is taken here to evaluate the wall shear stress for 
unsteady flow of pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid in a pipeline. 
As before, the flow conditions at a cross section of the pipe is 
considered. All the assumptions made for deriving Equations (3.22) 
and (3.18) still hold. In addition, since pressure and flow at a cross 
section is considered, density variations are completely neglected 
along with the gravitational force term. Hence the continuity equation 
is identically equal to zero. The other equations become 
z-Momentum: 
av 
Po 'ltz "" - .21?. -.! _1_ (r T ) 
0 az r ar rz 
and 
av 
T = T + n(- _z) 
rz 0 ar 
T 
rz 
av 
= (- ~) llo ar for 
The boundary condition is 
for 
v (R,t) = 0 
z 
for all t. 
T > Tl rz -
T < -r1 . rz-
Integrating Equations (4.27) and (4.28) and considering T (R,t) 
rz 
1 IR -ro 
v (r,t) =- T dr - -.- (R- r) 
z n r rz n for T (R,t) > Tl rz -
and 
(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(4.29) 
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v (r t) = l JR T dr 
z ' ~ r rz 0 
for T (R,t) < Tl. 
rz -
(4.30) 
Substituting Equations (4.29) and (4.30) for v (r,t) in Equation (4.26) 
z 
gives 
and 
P ch 
_Q JR ~ dr = 
ll r at 
- 2£. - 1. .1__ (r T ) 
az r ar rz 
for T (R,t) > Tl 
rz -
(4. 31) 
Po R d'rrz a 1 a 
- f -- dr = - ~ - -- (r T ) ~0 r at az r ar rz for T (R, t) < T1 • (4. 32) rz -
Let f(t) = - ~· 
Differentiating Equations (4.31) and (4.32) with respect to rand 
rearranging gives: 
for T (R,t) > Tl rz - (4. 33) 
for T (R,t) < Tl. rz - (4.34) 
The above two equations are alike except for the coefficient of the 
aT /at term. If the pressure gradient is assumed to be a monotoni-
rz 
cally increasing function of time, then Equation (4.34) is valid at 
the wall until 
Ttzl rxR = Tl 
and Equation (4.33) is valid for later times. 
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If T (r,O) = 0 then the solution to Equation (4.34) is exactly 
rz 
the same as for Newtonian fluids [3]. This solution for the above ini-
tial condition is given by 
At the wall of the pipeline, 
2 llo zm 
---- (t-A.) p 2 
O R f(A.)dA.. 
2 110 z 
- -· ~ (t-A.) 
(X) 11 p 2 
E £ _Q ft e O R f(A.)dA.. 1 (R, t) = T (t) = 
rz w m=l R Po 0 
Let t = t 1 be the time at which Tw • T1 • 
(4.35) 
(4.36) 
The differential equation that is valid at the wall is Equation 
(4.33) for Tw ~ T1• The solution of this equation is same as the one 
for Equation (4.34) except that 110 is replaced by n. The initial con-
dition is T (r,t1). Then rz 
T (t) 
w 
for T > T1 . w-
(4. 37) 
The above solution was obtained for an arbitrary but monotonically 
increasing input pressure gradient. The solution can be extended to a 
completely arbitrary input. The solution is represented in a slightly 
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different form for an efficient implementation on a digital computer. 
Let 
where 
T = 
w 2: Twrn 
m=l 
- ~(z f(t-A.) 2 m· 
Twrn = ~~ iv e R . f(A.)dA. 
Po 
If T < Tl, then V = -. 
w - ~0 
Po 
Otherwise v = -. 
n 
(4.38) 
(4.39) 
This is represented schematically in Figure 5. Equation (4.39) is 
the solution of the following first order differential equation with a 
zero initial condition. 
dT Vz 2 
wm + m = 2V f(t). 
""""dt 7 Twm R (4.40) 
If ~t is the time step and input is constant for the duration of the 
step, then 
T (t + ~t) = T (t) e 
wm · wrn 
2 
vz ~t 
m 
+ 
tw,-------1 
2v -z~Jt Re~ 
I 
I 
I 
1-------.~ 'T w (t) 
NOTE: • REPRESENTS CONVOLUTION 
+REPRESENTS ADDITION 
Figure 5. Block Diagram Representation of Convolution 
Integral for Wall Shear Stress Evaluation. 
~z 2 
-~ (t+flt...,:\} 
+ Jt + flt £~ e R2 
which reduces to 
T (t + flt) = T (t) e 
wm wm 
and also 
00 
t R 
2 
\)Z flt 
m 
+ ~ FR(l- e 
z 
m 
T (t + flt) - L T (t + flt) 
w m=l wm 
Fu(:\)d:\ 
2 \) z flt 
m 
) 
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(4.41) 
(4.42) 
(4.43) 
The R.H.S. of the Equation (4.43) reduces to the following after 
rearranging 
00 
R.H.S. = E 
m"'l 
(T (t) - 2FR) e 
wm 2 
z 
m 
00 1 1 
• E -2 = 4• 
m=l z 
m 
(4.44) 
To implement Equation (4.44) on a digital computer the following 
approximate expression is used to evaluate T (t + flt): 
w 
T (t + M) 
w 
2 
\)Z flt 
m 
(4.45) 
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where N is a finite number and F•f(t). 
The error involved in the evaluation of T (t + 6t) using a finite 
w 
number of terms is given in Appendix A. Due to slow convergence of 
the series, a fairly large number of terms is required for the evalua-
tion of the wall shear stress T (t + 6t). Normalizing Equation (4.45) 
w 
with respect to pf' and time with respect to the characteristic time 
t , gives 
c 
T 1 (t 1 + 6t 1 ) ~ 
w 
where v 
Po 
=-llo for 
Po 
and v = ll otherwise. 
2 
\)Z 6t 
m 
N 
I: 
m=l 
2f'(t') (T '(t')- e 
wm 2 
T 1 < T 1 
w - 1 
z 
m 
+ f'(t') R 2L (4.46) 
(4.47) 
(4~48) 
These equations are implemented on a digital computer in finite differ-
ence form to evaluate the time-dependent friction. The evaluation of 
the convolution integral could not be simplified .any further (as Trikha 
[34] did for Newtonian fluids) due to the time varying nature of the 
parameter v. 
Constant Friction in Turbulent Flow 
To predict the transient pressure response for the turbulent flow 
case, Equations (4.14) and (4.15) can still be used as long as the mean 
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velocity is considerably small compared to the velocity of sound and 
all other assumptions are the same as before. For the laminar flow 
case the wall shear stress can be calculated at any given flow rate or 
pressure gradient. However, in turbulent flow case an empirical rela-
tionship must be used to evaluate the wall shear stress. An algorithm 
is developed later in this section to evaluate wall shear stress bas2d 
on steady-state friction factor vs Reynolds number charts obtained 
experimentally and correlated by Tomita [4]. Since the evaluation is 
based on the steady-state friction factor the method is similar in 
principle to the evaluation of wall shear stress based on steady-state 
friction in laminar flow. Using Tomita's approach to the evaluation of 
friction factor for turbulent flow case, the constant friction model 
developed earlier for the laminar flow case can be easily extended to 
the turbulent flow case. 
The frictional losses in a pipeline due to the turbulent flow of a 
Newtonian fluid are indicated by the Fanning friction factor vs 
Reynolds number chart for different pipe wall roughness factors. 
Similar charts have been developed for certain classes of non-Newtonian 
fluids in the turbulent flow regime. For these classes, the effect of 
roughness of the pipe wall has not been considered as extensively as in 
the case of Newtonian fluids [14]. 
Development of Algorithm for Turbulent Flow Case 
Tomita used the following definitions for friction factor and 
Reynolds number. 
2D5/). f = TI P (1 - e) 
32pLq2 
(4.49) 
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4 4nn c) (c - 43.c + 3) N =-= (1 -R 1rnD (4.50) 
Similarity considerations were used to deduce these expressions. 
After rearranging Equation (4.21) using c, steady-state flow rate 
q through a pipeline is given by 
(4.51) 
Tomita used Equations (4.49) and (4.50) successfully to correlate 
the data for Bingham plastic fluids like slurries and muds on a single 
curve as shown in Figur.e 6. Tomita then applied Prandtl's mixing length 
theory to the turbulent flow of Bingham plastic fluids to obtain an 
empirical relationship between f and NR. Due to the manner in which f 
and NR have been defined, the relationship obtained is the same as in 
the case of Newtonian fluids. It is given by 
1 1/2 
(1) = 4 ln (NR H) - 0.40 (4.52) 
Using Equations (4.49) and (4.52) the following algorithm is 
developed to find the wall shear stress T for a given flow rate q. 
w 
Pipe wall roughness is not considered in the following algorithm. 
1. For given values of q,D, and n the constant c is to be 
determined using Equation (4.51). This equation is 
solved iteratively by back substitution. 
2. The Reynolds number NR is evaluated using Equation 
(4.50). If the value of NR so determined is less than 
2000, then the flow is assumed to be laminar and the 
wall shear stress is evaluated on that basis. If NR is 
greater than 2000, then step 3 is executed. 
:f 
Cllyr 0.0622 0.00555 
lOCI J.Uid • 0.092. 0.0067 lllO 
.. {I 2..93 0.022 1211 UJ 0.022 1211 2.1S 0.0163 1195 
2.1S 0.0163 1195 
Sur~{~ OJ II 0.112U 
0.317 0.11243 
W1ter o 0 0.001 
2 3 4 6 8 103 2 3 4 6 8 ICJ4 2 3 4 6 8 JOS 
NR 
Figure 6. Experimental Correlations with Bingham 
Plastic Fluids in Turbulent Flow Regime 
[Tomita]. 
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3. The friction factor f that corresponds to the Reynolds 
number NR, is then obtained by solving Equation (4.52) 
numerically. Knowing f, Equation (4.49) is used to 
evaluate the wall shear stress Tw as follows: 
T 
w 
Normalizing 
T ' = 
w 
2 
8pf(l - c) qf s.:_:_ 
'IT2D4 Pf 
40 
(4.53) 
(4.54) 
Thus the algorithm makes it possible to evaluate equivalent wall 
shear stress for turbulent flow case. The constant friction model 
developed earlier for laminar flow case can easily be extended to tur-
bulent flow case using this algorithm, 
Implementation of the Method of 
Characteristics 
Equations (4.14) and (4.15) can be implemented on a digital com-
puter by rewriting them in a finite difference form. This form is 
valid along the characteristic grid lines as shown in Figure 7. It is 
assumed that the initial conditions and boundary conditions are speci-
fied. Considering the grid points I,J and K, Equations (4.14) and 
(4.15) become as follows: 
P.J - Pi NK 
---+--b.t' b.t' 
-- --2 2 
. b.z' 
when--= +1 b.t' 
(Q' - Q') J I 
L 
= -4(-) D T ' w (4.55) 
t' J J)-
I 
t'/2 
t'/2 
+- J >--/ ~ t'/2 + I K t'/2 
j_(. 
...., . Z' 
6z'/2 6z'/ 2 -+-6z'/ 2 6z'/2-+ 
Figure 7. Fixed Grid for Method of Characteristics 
Solution. 
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and 
L 
= -4(-) 
D T ' w (4.56) 
f.z' 
when f.t' = -1 
These two equations can be solved for the unknowns Pj and Qj 
knowing all other parameters. The wall shear stress is ·evaluated know-
ing Qi and QK respectively if the constant friction model is used. For 
the evaluation of wall shear stress based on time-dependent friction, 
past history of pressure gradients corresponding to grid point J is 
used as indicated by Equation (4.46). A computer program listing for 
the implementation of the line models is shown in Appendix B. 
CHAPTER V 
EFFECT OF COLUMN SEPARATION 
Column separation is a phenomena that occurs whenever the tension 
in a flowing liquid in a pipeline is large enough to break the liquid 
column into two columns. Under such tensions, the pressures at separa-
tion sections are very low and equal to the vapor pressure. Before 
column separation can occur, small cavities form as the pressure 
reduces. Earlier investigators assumed that these cavities are com-
pletely filled with vapor but later Schweitzer and Szebehely [27] 
showed that this is not necessarily true for all liquids. Their exper-
imental investigations for several liquids including water showed that 
the cavities are occupied both by vapor and air. At any given pres-· 
sure, liquid is saturated with a certain amount of dissolved air. When 
the pressure is reduced suddenly from the saturation pressure, air is 
released from the liquid. This explains the presence of air in the 
cavities. The percentage of dissolved air in water generally is very 
small whereas it may be much larger in other liquids such as Kerosene. 
Dissolved air appears to be the cause of formation of small cavity 
bubbles that appear whenever the pressure in water flowing in a pipe-
line falls below the saturation pressure. These bubbles grow in size 
as the pressure is reduced to vapor pressure, and the growth of these 
cavity bubbles is spontaneous near vapor pressure. Most of the cavity 
volume is then occupied by the water vapor. This appears to be the 
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reason why in earlier line models only vapor is considered to exist in 
the cavity and the effect of air in the cavity is neglected. 
In previous chapters, equations were derived to predict the pres-
sure transients in a pipeline carrying a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid, 
in particular a coal slurry. The effect of column separation was not 
considered. Due to the presence of high pressure transients generated 
during water hammer, column separation will occur during the ensuing 
low pressure waves. Due to the presence of coal particles in water, 
it is assumed that water in a coal slurry is saturated with the air at 
ambient pressure. Whenever air pressure reaches a point near vapor 
pressure, a mixture of air and water vapor occupy the cavity volume. 
In this chapter, the Schweitzer and Szebehely' model for release of 
dissolved air from water is used to include the effect of column sepa-
ration in the earlier derived pipeline dynamic model. Several elabo·-
rate techniques already exist in literature which treat the effect of 
dissolved air in water, but the one presented here is simple and compu-
tationally fast and appears to be quite satisfactory when predictions 
were compared with experimental results. 
The amount of the air released in water at a given equilibrium 
pressure is given by the well-known Henry's law. It says that if no 
chartge in molecular structure occurs during the solution or evolution 
process, then the free volume of dissolved gas in the liquid is 
directly proportional to the absolute pressure. 
v 
e 
= s (5 .• 1) 
Whenever the pressure of the air above the surface of the liquid 
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is reduced below the equilibrium pressure, and there is sufficient 
agitation, then the liquid is saturated at the new equilibrium pressure. 
Since the new equilibrium pressure is less than the previous equili-
brium pressure, the mass of the air dissolved in the liquid is also 
less. If the volume of gas dissolved initially is v1 at standard 
atmospheric conditions, and v2 is the final volume of dissolved air, 
· then the amount of evolved free air is given by 
v = v - v 1 2 (5.2) 
Sczweitzerand Szebehely associated a rate process with the evolu-
tion of air from the liquid whenever the gas pressure falls below the 
initial equilibrium pressure. By simple mathematical manipulations it 
can be shown that the amount of air evolved from t=O to any time t, 
when the gas pressure above liquid surface is reduced from pe to pg' 
is 
t:.v sn (Pe - Pg t (5. 3) = 
Po > VR. (1 - exp(-0.693 ~)) s + n e 
So far only the evolution of gas from liquid is considered. When 
the gas pressure above the liquid surface goes above the initial equi-
librium pressure then resolution of gas into the liquid takes place. 
This process is found to be considerably slower than the evolution pro-
cess [27]. In the current work, resolution of gas into the liquid is 
not considered during the transients. 
To obtain the volume of released air over one time step, Equation 
(5.3) is manipulated to yield the following 
where 
p - p 
V = sn ( e g) V 
M s + n Po R. 
V(t + ~t) = V(t) + (VM- V(t))(l - exp(-~t/Tc)) 
T 
e 
T = ----~ c 0.693 
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(5. 4) 
(5.5) 
(5.6) 
As there is spontaneous growth in the cavity bubbles at or near 
vapor pressure, it is assumed that air release occurs only near the 
vapor pressure level. Also, the total pressure inside a cavity is the 
sum of the partial pressures due to water vapor and air. Once the 
air is released, it is assumed that it does not go back into solution 
with the water. With these assumptions, an algorithm can be implemen-
ted to consider the effect of column separation in the constant fric-
tion model using the method of characteristics solution technique. In 
Figure 7, grid points I, J, K are considered for illustration of the 
algorithm. The algorithm is applicable at all other grid points except 
the end grid points, The algorithm is as follows: 
1. The pressure PJ and QJ are evaluated using Equations 
(4.55) and (4.56). After making a correction for the 
gravitational force term, if the pressure PJ is less 
than the vapor pressure then the next step is executed. 
Otherwise, the same characteristic equations (4.55) and 
(4.56) are used to evalutate pressure and flow rate at 
grid point J. 
2. Since PJ is less than the vapor pressure, PJ is set 
to the vapor pressure, and the cavity is allowed to 
form. 
(5.7) 
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Since the cavity exists at J, the flow rate is calculated 
assuming the volume as a boundary condition. 
Q' = JL (P' - P' + Q'N - 21 T' ) 
J+ NK I J I K D wi 
Q' J- 1 (P, _ p, + Q'N 21 , ) = - J K K K - D TwK NK 
(5. 8) 
(5.9) 
The increment in volume of the cavity can be found by the 
following integral: 
This integral may be approximated to give 
I 
V~(t) = V~(t - fit) + 0.5flt(Qj_(t) - QJ+(t) 
+ Qj_(t - fit) - Qj+(t -fit)). 
When the cavity volume is positive and increasing, 
air release is considered. Otherwise there may not be 
any air release and the cavity is allowed to reduce 
in size. 
For air release the following equations are 
implemented. 
v9., = Mz 
' v 
c n = -, 
v9. 
where 
V' = sn ( P e - 1) V' 
M s + n Pvp 9. 
(5.10) 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
(5 .13) 
(5.14) 
t,t 
--
V' (t) 
a 
Tc 
= V'(t- ~t) + (VM' - V'(t- ~t))(1- e ) 
a a 
Equations (5.12) through (5.15) are assumed to be 
valid until the volume of air released is a certain 
fraction ~ of the total volume of cavity. It is 
assumed that the partial pressure due to air is negli-
gible under those circumstances. Once the volume of 
air released exceeds ~ times the total volume of the 
cavity, air release is inhibited and a different set 
of equations is used. 
3. When there is no more air release, an isothermal pro-
cess is assumed and the volume of air follows the state 
equation 
p' V' = p' V' 
ca c VP a 
A more appropriate process would be the polytropic 
process, but since the equations considered using 
method of characteristics solution technique assume 
very small changes in temperature along the pipeline, 
the assumption of an isothermal process is justified. 
This assumption also has an incidental advantage of mak-
ing the computations faster due to the simplicity. 
The other equations that have to be solved along 
with Equation (5.16) are as follows: 
P' = P' + P' 
c ca VP 
Q' = 1 (P' - P' 2L 1 + QINK -D Twi) J+ NK I c 
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(5.15) 
(5.16) 
(5 .17) 
(5.18) 
Q' 1 (P' - P' + Q 'N 2L , ) =- K K-D T wK J- NK c K (5.19) 
In addition, Equation (5.11) is used to update 
the volume of the cavity. While using these equa-
tions if the pressure in the cavity becomes less than 
(1 + ~) pVP, then step 2 of the algorithm is implemented. 
From the algorithm above, it can be observed that air is released 
very sparingly since no more air release occurs once the partial 
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pressure of the air is greater than oc times the vapor pressure. For 
this study with coal slurry, an average oc of 0.08 was chosen. 
In actual implementation on the digital computer, the solution be-
came unstable when the ratio equals to 1. This instability is attri-
buted to the fact that the approximate integral used for integration of 
the flow rate difference to obtain the volume of the cavity is not 
accurate at the given time step, especially when large changes in vol-
ume occur. This has also been observed by others when the amount of 
air release is small [2,28]. One or both of the approaches below are 
to be taken in such a case. 
1. The time step is reduced further and the simulation is 
carried out again. However, as the time step is reduced 
by some factor, the number of grids is increased by the 
same factor and greater number of calculations needs to 
be performed. 
2. The time step is reduced but the number of grids is not 
changed. This means that ~z'l~t' can be greater than one. 
It suggests interpolation between grids to obtain the 
values of the pressure and flow rate variables. This 
procedure is shown diagramatically in Figure 8. By using 
interpolation technique, the grid size is made indepen-
dent of time step ~t, as long as the ratio ~z'/ ~t' > 1 1 • 
However this interpolation technique introduces numerical 
damping in the solution. To minimize the numerical damp-
ing the ratio ~z'l~t' should be very close to unity. So 
the ratio that is greater than unity, closer to unity, 
and that makes the solution to converge is chosen. 
1Courant 1 $ criterion. 
-----------------------------
----------------------------
t~~ 
I 
J L 
t'/2 
' t . 
t'/2 
-t- J >--/~ t'/2 + 11" K t'/2 
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_... Z' 
1--l:lz'/2 l:lz/2-+-l:lz'/2 !:>.z/2 -4 
Figure 8. Illustration of Interpolation Between 
Grids in Method of Characteristics 
Solution Technique. 
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CHAPTER VI 
VALIDATION OF THE MODELS 
An experimental study was conducted to validate the use of the 
pseudo-Bingham plastic model for predicting pressure transients in a 
coal slurry pipeline. In particular, the objective was to validate the 
constant friction models developed for the laminar and turbulent flow 
regimes with and without column separation, and the time-dependent ' 
friction model for the laminar flow regime. ~ schematic of the experi-
mental setup is given in Figure 9. The following factors were consid-
ered in the selection of the test line length and diameter. 
1. The L/D ratio should be much greater than unity. One 
dimensional analysis is justified only when this condi-
tion is satisfied. 
2. The valve closure time should be less than the wave pro-
pagation time 21/a. This ensures that the pressure peak 
amplitude obtained at the upstream end of the valve is 
the maximum for a given initial steady flow. This 
ensures high frequency content in the response and also 
makes it possible to assume quick closure as the bound-
ary condition in the line model. The quick closure 
assumption eliminates the need to consider time of clo-
sure and valve characteristics in the model. 
Experimental Setup 
A schematic of the experimental test section is shown in Figure 9. 
The setup consists of a 1/2 in. I.D. galvanized steel tube having a 
length of 496.6 inches. The pressure source for the line is a pressure 
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tank having an inside diameter of 14 in. and a height of 28 in •• The 
lid on the tank supports a stirrer rod that can be turned by an air 
motor mounted on the top of the lid. The speed of the motor can be 
varied. Stirring action is provided by a two blade stirrer that is 
attached to the other end of the rod. Fluid is introduced into the 
tank from the top. The tank is pressurized with air. By maintaining 
constant air pressure using a regulator, steady flow can be established 
through the test line at low flow rates. The downstream end of the 
line is connected to a receiving tank using a flexible hose. 
Two piezoelectric transducers are mounted on the test line to 
obtain the pressure response at two different locations. These trans-
ducers are flushmounted on the line. A cross 'sectional view of the 
transducer mount is shown in Figure 10. The outputs from the trans-
ducers are connected to a waveform recorder. The digital output of the 
recorder is sent to a microprocessor (INTEL 8080) which in turn trans-
mits data by phone line to a digital computer (IBM 370/158). Data pro-
cessing is then done on the digital computer. 
Experimental Procedure 
The pressure transducers were calibrated using the step pressure 
change obtained by pressurizing the line and suddenly opening the down-
stream valve. A calibration error of +11 percent was detected using 
this method of calibration. 
Coal which is ground to a nominal size of 100 microns was used to 
prepare the coal slurry. The actual size distribution of the particles 
is shown in Table I. Pulverized coal was then mixed with water approx-· 
imately in 50:50 proportion (by weight). The exact proportion is 
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BLOCK 
PIPE 
PIEZOELECTRIC 
PRESSURE 
TRANSDUCER 
TEFLON SEAL 
Figure 10. Cross Sectional View of the Transducer Mount 
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TABLE I 
SIEVE ANALYSIS OF COAL USED IN 
EXPERIMENTS 
Retained on Passed thru Percent 
1150 
/160 
11100 
#200 
1150 
1160 
11100 
1.13 
2.57 
24.90 
32.30 
11200 39.10 
TOTAL 100.00 
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reported along with the experimental response. The rheological charac-
teristic of the coal slurry was obtained using a Fann viscometer 
(rotary viscometer). The results are shown in Figure 11. The choice 
of the particle size and concentration was dictated by the earlier 
reports of the rheological characteristics of coal slurries prepared 
with different particle sizes and concentrations of coal in water by 
Faddick [1). Existing commercial long distant coal slurry pipelines 
use approximately the same concentration as Faddick with a slightly 
higher percentage of particles of coal above the 100 microns size. 
From the rheogram shown in Figure 11, it can be seen that the test coal 
slurry behaved approximately like a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid. 
After the rheological characteristics were measured the slurry was 
then poured into the tank to conduct the experi~ents. Before taking 
the measurements, the slurry was run through the pipeline to purge the 
line of air bubbles trapped in the line. A measurement of the velocity 
of sound in the slurry indicated the extent of air trapped in the pipe-
line. The slurry collected at the downstream was then recycled prior 
to the beginning of the basic tests. 
Experimental data was obtained for different operating conditions. 
Sudden Valve Closure With no Column Separation 
Initially, steady flow was established. The flow rate was chosen 
such that the pressure in the line did not reach the vapor pressure at 
any instant of time following sudden closure of the ball valve at the 
downstream end of the test line. Experiments were performed with flow 
rates between 0.2 to 0.8 cubic inches per second which was always 
greater than the settling velocity. After establishing the required 
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Figure 11. Rheological Characteristic of a Coal Slurry. 
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steady flow, the valve was suddenly closed and at the same time the 
waveform recorder was triggered to record the output voltage response 
of the two pressure transducers. Using the microprocessor the data was 
then transmitted from the waveform recorder to the digital computer 
over phone lines. Typical output responses are shown in Figure 12. 
An evaluation of the first peak amplitude based on initial steady-
state flow rate showed that the valve closure was indeed a sudden clo-
sure i.e. valve closure time is less than 2L/a seconds. The apparent 
large difference between the first peak amplitudes at the -transducers 1 
and 2 is attributed to the calibration errors in transducers 1 and 2. 
The vibrations caused by valve closure can be seen to be negligible. 
Sudden Valve Closure With Column Separation 
As in the experiment described above, steady flow was established 
initially. Cavitation followed sudden valve closure whenever the flow 
rate was higher than about 1.5 cubic inches per second. Flow rates 
between 1.5 to 2.5 cubic inches per second were chosen so that the flow 
remained laminar and the maximum pressure peak was within the measur~ 
able range of the pressure transducers. Pressure responses of the 
transducers were recorded immediately after quick closure of the ball 
valve. Typical responses are shown in Figure 13. Again the initial 
peak amplitude evaluation based on the initial steady-state flow rate 
confirmed that the valve was closed suddenly. The negative pressure 
peak reached the vapor pressure level of water indicating cavitation in 
the line. It can also he observed that the duration of the negative 
pressure peaks is longer than the duration of the positive peaks indi-
cating possible column separation. 
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Sudden Valve Opening 
This particular boundary condition for the downstream end of the 
line was selected to validate the constant friction model in turbulent 
flow regime. Sudden valve closure cannot be used because of the occur-
rence of cavitation and the accompanying column separation at high flow 
rates. Initially steady flow was established at a supply pressure of 
about 50 psi. Then the valve was closed slowly until there was no flow 
in the pipeline, The supply pressure was then raised to a higher value 
and the valve was opened suddenly. The pressure transients were 
recorded and processed as before. Typical responses appear in 
Figure 14. 
The velocity of sound was obtained from the experimental response 
itself by measuring the round trip travel time of the wavefront from a 
transducer. Due to the presence of a varying number of small air bub-
bles, the velocity of sound differed in a small degree from one experi-
mental response to another •. The velocity of sound for a given experi-
mental response is higher at the start of the transient and reduces 
slightly as time elapses. This slight decrease in the velocity of 
sound is a function of the amount of air released from the slurry. An 
average velocity of sound can be established for a given experimental 
response. 
Independent measurements were made on other parameters like den-
sity, length of the line, diameter of the line, etc. With the mea-
sured parameter values, the line models developed earlier were used to 
predict the theoretical pressure responses. The predicted pressure 
responses are compared with the experimental pressure responses in the 
following subsections, 
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Comparison with Dynamic Models 
The dynamic models were ~sed to simulate the experimental opera-
ting conditions, 
Case 1 - Sudden Valve Closure with no Column 
Separation 
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The pressure responses at transducers 1 and 2 were predicted using 
the simple constant friction model discussed in Chapter IV for this 
operating condition. A predicted response and an experimental response 
are superimposed in Figure 15. 
The boundary conditions for the model were assumed to be a con-· 
stant pressure source at the upstream end of the line and a quick valve 
closure at the downstream end. The time step and the number of grids 
used in the m.ethod of characteristics solution technique are given in 
the same Figure 15. 
The model predicts the maximum values of both positive and nega-
tive pressure peaks fairly accurately using the measured values for 
yield stress TO and coefficient of plasticity n, each of which has a 
measurement error of at least ±10 percent. Since constant friction is 
assumed, the attenuation of all the frequency components of the wave 
front is constant. However, from the experimental response it is evi-
dent that this assumption is not valid. This error is the main draw-
back of the constant friction model. However, computationally the 
constant friction model takes less time on a digital computer. In 
applications such as in preliminary design of slurry pipelines where 
only approximate values of the peak amplitudes are needed, the 
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constant friction model can be useful and efficient. A comparison of 
the predictions using the constant friction model based on Newtonian 
fluid assumption with the same experimental response is shown in.Figure 
16. The apparent viscosity ~a was calculated from the measured rheolo-
gical characteristic using the following equation. 
3 
7TTOD 
~a = n + 24Q (6.1) 
Initial steady flow rate was used in calculating ~ • The discrepancy 
a 
in peak amplitude prediction can be observed. 
A comparison of the response obtained using the time-dependent 
' friction model with the experimental data shows that dispersion of the 
wave front is predicted reasonably well. The time-dependent friction 
model for a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid considers the past history of 
pressure gradients for the wall shear stress evaluation. In contrast, 
the past history of velocity gradients is used in the time-dependent 
friction model for Newtonian fluids [3]. 
The predicted response matches very closely with the experimental 
response in spite of the approximations made in developing the model. 
The model has to be validated with different fluids or coal slurries 
that have higher yield stress and a different coefficient of plasticity. 
The time-dependent friction model can be used in applications where the 
attenuation characteristic of the pressure waves needs to be known very 
accurately e.g. like in a critical pipeline design. 
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Case 2 - Sudden Valve Closure with Column 
Separation 
In this case, the constant friction model with the cavitation 
model included, was used to predict the transient pressure response 
when there is column separation in the pipeline. Predicted and experi-
mental responses are shown in Figure 17. 
All the parameters were measured separately, except the two para-
meters that are needed for simulating the cavity growth model. These 
two parameters viz. solubility constant s and air release time constant 
T , are obtained from the published data by Schweitzer and Szebehely 
c 
[27] for water. The initial flow rate is hig~ enough to cause cavita-
tion at the upstream end of the valve after 21/a seconds upon valve 
closure. 
A comparison of predicted and experimental responses shows good 
agreement between model and experiment. Convergence of the numerical 
solution was obtained for ~t'l~z'equal to 0.75. Any reduction in the 
ratio ~tV~z' results in more damped response. However the times of 
occurrences of the peaks are predicted to the same accuracy, even if 
the ratio ~tV~z' is reduced to a smaller value. Experimental responses 
matched with theoretical responses for different initial flow rates 
once the ratio ~tV~z' was properly chosen for the numerical solution to 
converge. Almost all the models presented in the literature related to 
cavity growth in liquids with low solubility coefficients, are poor in 
predicting the pressure peaks that occur after the first and second 
peak. The cavity growth model developed here for liquids with low 
solubility coefficients appears to describe the cavity growth process 
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more realistically. It can be seen that not only the first two peaks 
but also the latter peaks matched both in amplitude and time of occur-
rence. The liquid, in the present case a coal slurry, had very few air 
bubbles at the start of the test. This result is evident from the ini-
tial high velocity of sound. Also the velocity of sound is assumed to 
be constant in the model. Since the amount of released air is small, 
this assumption is justified as evidenced by the experimental results. 
Case 3 - Sudden Valve Opening 
The simple constant friction model was extended to turbulent flow 
regime in Chapter IV. An experimental response for turbulent flow 
regime was obtained as outlined in the experimental procedure under the 
subsection for sudden valve opening. The transient responses thus 
obtained are compared with the theoretical predictions in Figure 18. 
A sudden jump in attenuation can be observed in the theoretical res-
ponse. This is due to the change in the evaluation procedure for fric-
tion, when the Reynolds number for the slurry exceeds 2000. It is 
assumed in the model that the laminar to turbulent transition occurs at 
a Reynolds number of 2000. No such jump in attenuation occurs in the 
experimental response. It is possible that the flow did not become 
turbulent at a Reynolds number of 2000 as assumed by the model. Also, 
the flow may have become turbulent gradually, but not as suddenly as 
depicted by the predicted response. It is hard to determine when the 
flow has become turbulent for a transient flow. Because of these dif-
ficulties, no model has been developed that can predict the transients 
as accurately as the models that have been developed for laminar flow 
regime. 
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An objective of the current dissertation was to extend the steady-
state friction model developed for the laminar flow regime to the tur-
bulent flow regime to take into account the increased attenuation at 
higher flow rates. A similar extension was done for Newtonian fluid 
pipeline models. The model developed in Chapter IV is intended to be 
only an aid in predicting the approximate pressure peak ampli~udes 
during transient conditions when the flow becomes turbulent. Comparing 
the experimental and predicted results for the condition when the 
steady flow is at least twice as high as the flow rate corresponding to 
the Reynolds number of 2000, it can be concluded that the constant 
friction model indeed can serve as a design tool in approximately pre-
dicting the pressure peaks that occur during transients. 
CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
A simple constant friction model and a time dependent friction 
model have heen developed for predicting the transient pressure and flow 
responses in a pipeline carrying a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid such as 
coal slurry, mud etc. These models have been validated with experi-
mental data obtained from a prototype pipeline using coal slurry. Val-
idation of these models suggests that the assumptions made in develop-
ing the models are justified, especially the manner in which the rheo-
logical characteristic of the pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid is imple-
mented in the constant friction and the time dependent friction models. 
Although it can be argued that treating a pseudo-Bingham plastic fluid 
as a Newtonian fluid whose viscosity is equal to the apparent viscosity 
may give rise to results that are adequate for some purposes, such a 
treatment may not be justified for a critical pipeline design applica-
tion. Also, since the apparent viscosity is a function of the velocity 
at the operating conditions, the Bingham plastic fluid rheological 
model must be used to calculate the velocity. The implementation of 
the non-Newtonian fluid constant friction model on a digital computer 
is as easy as the implementation of the constant friction model based 
on Newtonian fluid assumption. 
A comparison of model predictions with experimental data shows 
that the time dependent friction model is much better in predicting the 
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transient pressure response than the constant friction model. However 
the computation time for the former is much higher than that required 
for simulating the constant friction model. Though these models have 
been validated with a coal slurry having a known composition, their 
validity for different compositions of coal slurry and for different 
pseudo-Bingham plastic fluids can only be confirmed by conducting more 
·experiments. · 
A cavitation model that allows release of dissolved air from the 
water has been included in the constant friction model. This cavita-
tion model is only for liquids that have a low solubility coefficient. 
The cavitation model is conservative in that air is released only when 
the pressure at any point reaches the vapor pressure. Also, the cavi-
ties are assumed to be formed only at the grid nodes. The velocity of 
sound is held constant in the model. With these assumptions, the the-
oretical predictions using the cavity growth model correlated surpris-
ingly well with the experimental data. This agreement suggests that 
the macroscopic modelling of the cavitation mechanism is appropriate 
for the coal slurry under consideration. No general conclusion about 
the validity of the model can be made unless more experiments are per-
formed with different fluids having low solubility coefficients. Since 
the objective was to develop a computationally fast, yet reasonably 
accurate model to predict the column separation in a coal slurry pipe-
line, no attempt is made to validate the model with different fluids 
having different solubility coefficients. 
The constant friction model has been extended to the turbulent 
flow regime using Tomita's experimental correlations for Bingham plas-
tic fluids. A comparison of predictions with experimental results 
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confirmed that a model that considers the steady-state turbulent fric-
tion is better than the one that considers only steady-state laminar 
friction. 
Overall, the models are valid within the experimental error bounds 
and within the constraints imposed in the model development. The 
experimental results do provide some confidence in the line models 
developed. 
work. 
The following are a few recommendations to further the present 
1. Study the effect of concentration and particle size on 
the parameters such as yield stress, and coefficient of 
viscosity. 
2. Study the effect of the solubility coefficient and undis-
solved air bubbles on the experimenta~ response to estab-
lish the range of validity of the cavity growth model 
developed. 
3. Develop a design procedure for synthesizing coal slurry 
and for specifying the pipeline requirements making use 
of the dynamic line models in addition to steady-state 
models. This design should be optimum in terms of cost, 
efficiency and resource management. 
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APPENDIX A 
DERIVATIONS RELATED TO THE TIME-DEPENDENT 
FRICTION MODEL 
The following two derivations are related to the time-dependent 
friction model discussed in Chapter VI. 
1. Derivation for 
00 
1 1 
I: -2 = 4: 
m•l z 
m 
2 
r The Fourier-Bessel expansion for 1 - -- is given as 
R2 
Differentiating Equation (A.l) with respect to r, gives 
(A.l) 
(A.2) 
After substituting R for r and rearranging, Equation (A.2) 
becomes 
00 
'\"' _l_=l 
'-' 2 4' 
m=l z 
m 
(A. 3) 
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2. Derivation of error bound on approximating the sum of the 
infinite series by the sum of a finite series: 
2 
00 
-pz 
m 
Let S • }': e 2 m•l z 
rn 
where p VAt 
--2 ' R 
2 
N -pz m 
and let SN • t e 2 
m•l z m 
If S - SN gives the error between the sums, then 
2 
-pz 
e m 
z 
m 
2 • 
Since the zeros of the Bessel function J 0(x) form a mono-
tonically increasing sequence, 
2 
-p~+l 
S - SN < e 
Using Equation (A.3), Equation (A.7) can be rewritten as 
Equation (A.S) indicates the error bound in using a 
finite number of zeroa of the Beaael function J 0(x) in 
the evaluation of Tw using Equation (4.44). · 
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(A.S) 
(A. 6) 
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APPENDIX B 
PROGRAM LISTINGS 
C THE FOLLOIJING PROGRAMS 1\RF DM;F(o ON Till MODELS llEVl:'l.DPED IN 
C Ctl;;PT£R:i J ,, ANP ~·. THE ti,\IN f"I"Wt3i(i\M f'!:Jo\1~; INPUT f'i\WillE"I ER VALUES r 
C CALLS ::iUliROllf.lt~E LJNFO r-em EVI::m TJt11: STEPr ,\Nit WklTLS THE OUTPUT 
C PRESSURES ~T ltlFFERENT GRID POINfS <ARRAY PAl TO THE DISK FILE 
C WHICH IS USED LATER TO Lll<TAIN THE PLOTS, THE 11AIN f'FWGR<\M CALLS 
C THE FOLLOWING SUBROUTINES: 
C 1. SUBROUTINE LINED 
C 2. SUBROUTINE PRDMP 
C SUBROUTINE f"ClroMP IS Ct\LLED ONLY IF A DUMP OF ALL THE Pf~ESSURE 
C AND FLOW ~WnABLFS IS NEEDED. TIE LISTING OF SUI:<ROIJTINE PODMP lS 
C NOT PROVIDED. 
C THE LOGICAL UNITS AND THEIR USES 1\RE LISTED BELOW: 
C LU 5 .:. INPUT LOGICAL UNIT TO f<EAD THE PARAMETEF~ VALUES. 
C LU 6 -OUTPUT LOGICAL UNIT TO PRINT THE OUTPUT, 
C LU 8 - OUTPUT LOGH'r\l_ UNIT TO STORE PLOT DATA, 
C LU 10 - OUTPUT LOGICAL UNIT TO DUMP THE VARIABLE VALUES <USED BY 
C rGDMPl, 
C A COMPLETE GLOSSARY OF THE VARIABLES IS NOT F'ROVHIED, ONLY THOSE 
C VARIABLES THAT NEE!) SOME EXPLANATION AF~E GIVEN BELOW: 
C EVTC - TIME CDNSTMH Fllf( AIR f(ELFAi:iE <TC> 
C MU - COEFFICIENT OF F~ASTICITY 
C NORFC - FLAG TO CHOO~F LINEARIZED OR NON-LINEARIZED ORIFICE 
C - 0 LINEAR ORIFICE MODEL FOR UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM ENDS 
C - 1 LINEAR ORIFICE MODEL FOR UPSTREAM AND NON-LINEAR 
C ORIFICE AT THE DOWNSTREAM END 
C - 2 NON-LINEAR ORIFICE MODEL FOR DOTH ENDS 
C INPMOI:I FLAG TO CONTFWL INPUT MODE 
C - 0 INITIAL STEADY-STATE INPUT IS PRESSURE 
C - 1 INITIAL STEADY-STATE INPUT IS FLOW RATE 
C RNTCL - VALVE CLOSURE TIME 
C OS - INITIAL STEI'\DY-STATE FLOW RATE 
C PINIT - INITIAL STEADY-STATE PRESSURE 
C RKS - SOLUI<ILITY CONSi"ANT FOR THE LIGUIIt 
C TArT - TIME AT WHICH DOWNSTREAM VALVE BEGINS TO CLOSE OR OPEN 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
11-IPLICIT REAL*B<A-HrD-Z> 
COMMDN/NALL/Y(1)rDYillrX(220lrP(50lrTIME,BEGTIM, 
1 ENDTIMrDELT 
COMMON /OUTPUT/F'A<300) 
COMMON /ORFCE/CDS,CDL 
COMMON /AIRHEL/ALPHArALPHI 
COMMON /FLAGS/II<OUT r !RUN r I START, ISTOPU r IItUMP 
COMMON /MISC/F'IrNSUP,K,MODE 
DIMENSION ICOM<20>riXL(9),!YL(9),RLEN<5lrH<5> 
DIMENSION IYL1(9) 
REAL*4 PArTME,nNGL 
REAL*B MUrLrNSIJBK 
EGUIVAl.Et~CE <X< 10) ri"IN), 
EOUIVALENCE (f'(1lrRNTCS), 
* <P<3lrNPREG), 
* <P<5lrVPlr 
<X <l 11 ) , POUT) 
<P<2l rRNTCL>, 
(f'(4) rG) r 
(P( 10) ,NGRIDS).• 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
,. 
-· 6 
7 
(J 
9 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
0''(/.,) oMU), 
(f'((l) ,Bf:TA>' 
(f''( [1) rl..) • 
( 1· ( :l ;5) , I~NIJO) r 
(p(1~i)rfU.)r 
<r< tn .m .. ~n, 
<P(19) ,·rAFT>, 
<P<::'l), liiPMOD> r 
<P<:.!:>l r IURNOFl r 
<P<:!~i) •l'WFrm>, 
(f'·c::>J) ,F'f')' 
<I' <:!9) , f' IN IT l , 
<P<:~O) oRLFN( 1)) r 
<P<40),[<[IJTM[I), 
<P<4:n rNI:iriDl l, 
FCIUIVAL.ENCF 
1 
<f' < 44), l E:Xt\CT), 
<P<·1M ,r,I\S>, 
(f'(40l rNZERl1>, 
(f·(~iOl rNClf~FC> 
}$~~ .. - .... -------~-------- .. 
. -.. :~., 
oo· < n .mm >, 
<P<9> ,rr,uo>, 
<P<tnrD)r 
<f"(lJ!),IH.)o 
< P < 16) , DSOIJR:;) , 
(f'Cl(l), T,~FTO), 
<P<20> rEr\I~IJI~), 
<PC:'~'> PftJRNON) , 
<P<24ltDEl.li'\T), 
<F'(21>) 'ITWHOD) r 
<P<20)r[!f)r 
(f'(3!'.) rHO> l, 
<P<41.) ,UifiTH[I) r 
<P<4:3l rNGRD2l r 
<P<4til rRl 
<P<4'7) rEVTC>, 
<P<49) rPSAT>, 
NI'IMFLIBT /DATI'I/YrXrP•TIMFrDEGTIMrENDTIM,IJEl.To 
1 MUtRHO,DETI'Irli'IUO,LrDrRNDDrPFrNSKIPo[~rRL•TAFT,PINrDSOl.JRBrRLS• 
2 TAI'TOoOS rFIIFlOf<, JNPMiJIJ,TUF,NUN rlUr\1'-IC!FrDEI .. Tt.IT, Tl~EHI~r ITWMOI'Ir Fll.ENr 
3 H, G, Nf't;E'G, PHIH, VF', lcEGlM!I, ENI:cTMl'l, NGrW1, NGR!c:~, ltcUMF', l..IJDMP,fiNTCS, 
4 RNTCL r I EXACT r fi, ~·1\G, CVTC: r NZFIW, PSAl r NGfUJ:IS, IEXF'rNOrWG r CDS r CDI. r 
5 DP1•DP2,AI .. I''HI' .. ALI"f·IJ 
NAMU. I Sl /l'cTMlliT/llME r i.IEGT 1M, FNJH Jl1 r DELT ,MU, FnlO, BCTA, Tt.IUO, Dr 
l IHWih PF rOI" • NBI\1 F' r [II.., Rl., Ttll T r Pl N, WJ ol:l'mOR r fJ!>ClUf~S, RI.S r TAFTO, 
2 INPMODrTURNONrTimNOFrDELlAlrT~;RRrtTWMUDrNPSEArG•VP•RLENoHrPINITr 
3 .IDUMPr m:GTMlc, ENlHMf•, NGI'<fll, NIHHIZ', W!TC!:l, rmTGl. r lFXACT, f( ,fH(S r f:IJTC r 
4 f'SA 1', NGIU l:cri, l EXP, NZF:FW, 1:11" 1, I•PZ!, NOf(FC, C[cS, Clll. • ALPHA r AI.. Pili 
I:IATII Ll.JI:IMP /10/ 
1\TAN<Xl«l:ti\TAN<X> 
C SCT THF. I:II':F(IIJLT VALIJF.::S *** 
c 
1\Lf'Ht-1"0·1 
IE:XF'•'O 
W\~l•·•Oo01.f:l4 
tVlC"'(). 1 '7ni 
Nl!::F~I}• 60 
PSI'IT•·,O,O 
I [ct.Jt11'"•0 
NGIU D!:l•'O 
NGFWl'-'1 
NGFw:·•·~l 
rc~:rn tm-"o. o 
f.:NI'clMD.o•O. 0 
NPBEI>•.,1 
G<W6o0 
VP"·'"l4 ,:.>4 
F<I.!':N( 1 )-•1200,0 
If( I)••(),() 
l'lNIT"'·O,() 
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c 
fiEWIND l 0 
f'IN·•·(),O 
TWEf\1\"1, OU--6 
ITWMOI)=:.t 
PI•ATANCl,DOl$4,DO 
Nf~=:.; 
m:UTIM.,·•O, 0 
I:NIHUI<!,O 
[IEL.T=l• 01)··4 
N!:iKJf>oolO 
JNTJ,"l 
IX,•l 
MU•20.0*0.14~E-6 
ntl0,76. 0/:~2. :u ( .t:•. 0**4) 
I'IETA•··::!,Om:; 
TAU0••2,9f.o·4 
I:IEl..li\T"(), 4*1111.10 
f~NDO"" ~! , 0 
f"F"lO.O 
1..•"1~!()(). 0 
n"t.o 
DGOUF~B~"~ • ::.~:.) 
m .. ••6.o 
RLB"6,0 
TAFT,9,0 
TAFTO<~.<> 
pmot~"'. m.•-··4 
CUJII!l.~.l 
INI'Ml:U:I••O 
l'UilNON'" Cl , 0 
lliFlNOF•·• l 0, 0 
r•r't"'l""'. o 
C READ l'HE 1'11\Tf'l *** 
c 
60 REI\DCNRoi'II\TIIoEND•IOOI 
L••O.O 
DO 110 J•loNPBEA 
110 LaltRLENCil 
GF••f''Fli'F"l >1<1'1**4/ ( I. :!O, O*MU*I.) 
IF < INf'MOI:I,[O,Ol GO 'Ill 1.,~5 
f" IN r T"' w:;;or 
t,:•; CONTI NUl:. 
c 
C PIUNT tHE F'Arii\HETF::R Vf.lt.UEfl UfiEI:I nm HIHI.JLIIT11JN, 
c 
c 
TIHF''"·l<f'GTIM 
Will TL < 1, l'fi'I'\UUT l 
J"O 
ll .. l 
c; ESTI\I)LH:tl IIHl!f\1 .. SlffoDY .. ·tl'fl\'flc CONDlTTflW>, 
·c 
Hfli'IC·•"O 
TIMF•UFUliH-DCLT 
CALL LlNEO<NGRIDZ> 
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c 
1 I Mf·,,. 1:1Ff3 l HI 
~IF'·' Nlir( ll"!ZI:~+ 1 
CAl. L 1''01•1·\1"' < Ll.llltll" > 
TMF"SNCii.CJlM[l 
NOW,Nfmll.IZ 
C FSTAIILlBH lHF Gin 1.1 f·OINTS TI!.\T COI'd(f::!WOND TO THE f>f(E!::SUf(E THI\NS--
C J)liCEit f'Uf>l'IIONS IN IIIF t:XPFFIHIENli\L SEHJF', 
c 
IF CIEXP,NE.il OD TO 200 
l"MPl•"l' LlJA'I < N!il\1 n:.~ > i-0, :.'• 
Nf'i~' IFJX ( !3tifa .. < 1 Gil' 1 -·liP 1* ( N(.lRJ[I:Z-1) /L)) 
NP~•IFIXCBNOL<TrMPl-1~2*CNGRIDZ-1)/L)) 
NCM•"Nrm:rnzi<~ 
WRIT[ C6o67) NGWoNPloNP2 
67 f'OFWATCilXo 'NGW' 'ol4,:;~x, 'NF'l" 'ol4o:!Xo 'NP2~ 'ol4) 
c 
C ~norm HIE NO, 01' nrnflc;, li·U; JN.lTlAl. STARTING 11MEo AND THE 
C CUf~I(ESf"ONIHNG PHC!.HiUI'W IHSTIUltlJTlON ON UNIT D. 
c 
200 WIHl'l' CO) NGW 
c 
WR11EC0) TMEoCPACIWlo IW•toNGRJnZ,:;>), 
1 PACNP2loPA<Nf'1> 
C f'IUtH Till-. !llAf(fiNO THIE ANil rL.OW nATE!> rH THE UPSTI'(EAH MW 
C UOlJNliTFtEI\M ENriS OF TilL F"lf"l:l .. INE, 
c 
TMF>•E>~WL C TIME) 
ONG, .. BfJGL< X ( 111+NGRI!.IZ)) ~<OF 
QluBNGL(X(1121>1UF 
WfU I E ({., :>.000 > 
2000 FORMAT<I6Xo'llMb'o14Xo'01'~15Xo'ONG'/) 
WI~ lTC: ( 1,, * J T MC , fl 1 ollNO 
c 
C EVALlJI'lH: AND WHITE THE VAL.lJC~'i OF I''REfiGIJI~E l'iNII FLOW RATES TO 
C Af"f"f((Jf'IUATE l.OhJCAI.. UNITS AT EVmY TIME STET', 
c: 
~iO MODI>l 
T JMI:c'"l' IME+DC::LT 
Cl'lLI.. I..INC::OCNURID7> 
CALL f>IHIMI" < Ll.II'IMP > 
lME,,tiNt:iL < T:rt11:: > 
WRJTf 18> THEoCPACIWio JW~t.NGRlDZo21o 
1 f'A(~If'~'l rPACNF'l I 
Jo·J+l 
IF IHODCirNliKIPI,NF,()) GO TO 70 
IJolJ+l 
01~SNGL<X<112li*OF 
ONG' SNI:lL <X (2:1.:~ >I 
WI'~ IT!·:< 6, * > Tt1E, OJ oUNG 
70 IH 'liME, LT .C ENIJ'Ilt1·-·IIFL 1> > 00 TO 50 
GO 'f() (,() 
100 CONTHiliF 
REWINII U 
RnJINJ.J 10 
!HOI' 
FNII 
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SIJBROIJT I NL Tt~IIIJLV ( ClP, U\liiJF') 
c 
C lHJS fil.ll<rd:JIIIlNt: L~';\lllrliL:i Tii[ IMU .. tau:Mi Sli'':Ff.i!l IN THL l.r\MlNI'IR 
(: ANlt Tlll,l<i ILl. N r II OW f'l' GHIEB [:,~S[[t f'N !>TI:MtY- HTI\TE FIUCllON, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c: 
c 
r: 
c 
c 
Hll'llCll fiFI\L.tn <r~·-lirll-Z> 
COMNIIN /Nt\LI /) i J. ) , I'IY ( 1 ) , X< ~·;W) , F' ( t'•O) rl HIL, DEtH 1 H, 
1 LNDT1Mri'ILLT 
COMMON IFI.I\GSIIWlUlriRUNrlSTI\RlrlSTOPIJrlDUMP 
COMMON IMISC/F'IrNSUDKrMODE 
I:OlllWil..UlCI <X< tO> rf'IN> 
HUJIVAL.F.NCF: 
* 
< F' CO r NF'SEG) r 
(f'(~)) rVf') r 
<P<t.),MU>r 
* 1 
;,~ 
3 
4 
5 
,, 
7 
ll 
9 
1 
~! 
<P<U> r[tElA>, 
<P<U>rUr 
<Po:o .mmo>, 
<F'< t.~.l> .m >, 
(P<lll ri'(I...S> • 
lti\TA I!ll'/0/ 
< P < 1. 'i' > , 'f AFT> r 
U··<:>t), INPMOft), 
<P< :~:l >, rurmnr >, 
< r· <:?~o rrwcmn , 
<P<:;!'/) rPF> • 
(f'('l<llriEXI\GTl 
1\llS(X)m:[JI\J:I!:i(X) 
SWN< x, Y >"·!J': l.tm< Xr Y l 
1\l..CliJIO<X>•m .. CllilO<X> 
IF <JBT.~E.Ol GO 1'0 200 
(F'(4)rG)r 
( p ( i') 'f/1-10) , 
(f'('l) rli\IJO) r 
(f'(12)r[l)r 
( F' ( 1 4 ) '[II .. ) ' 
( P ( 1 b ) , I:tSOUf(!l) , 
<F'<!.RlrTAFTOlr 
< P < :..'o > , EF(r,mo , 
<P< 2:n, nmNDN>, 
<1"'(~!4) rltELTAT>, 
(f'(=U• l, Jl'WHOio), 
< F' ( 2tl ) , UF l • 
[; f'ERf'riRH THE JNITIAL CALCliLATJ:CINE: TO EVAl..tJATI: THF. CONSTANTS, 
c 
100 l'AIJI•TAUDtmrrTI\1 
11\UOP•"Tfll.JO/PI' 
TAU04:!""". O*I'AIIOI;I, 0 
PW:I"'I·'l * (It/:~, 0 > n:~ 
f(EC: 1 •--·4, O*FdH.IHH' I< r· J ti<HII*l't:4<'.'~, 0) 
m:c~.!""I:J, ():~I~HOli<UF * UF I< l"'l:f*;:>:Ht**4>tPF l 
w .. m,,·-o, ::!~;*r•;t. 
JF (JTWmJI'l,FU,J) GO TO itO 
TfltiOB.:I, lfttJO/:l, 0 
MUD mHl.J*Tflllll ( H,\Jl --TAU04:HTrtUOI.0:'* ( TI\UO/TAUt) **:l l 
m NmiO'•"O, :!:.i'f< < tUI<IIfil..l) *fJ/1 .. 
(l()p:.•TAU11 0\1 Nla-10*1"1 > 
1'\SBHiil ::.•:•o rn HlOTU 
Cill HI '100 
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110 IF <TAU1,Lr.rnUD4~1 GO TO 1~0 
MIJO·,MtH:'J .~ll11 iTo" II· T1\1104:.! l 
rn .. Nf<M0'"'0, ~!~I* ( Mt 1\l/tiU I *11/L 
ll01'"·1·o"J1/ < I~I.NI~M'I<PF I 
MlSHlN 2:1<' TO lllUHI 
900 WFUTE::Cb,:+:) ~1110 
GO TO 1000 
120 WRI1L(6r1JO) 
130 FDRMAl<lX•'** ERROR** TAU1 IB LCBS THAN TAU0*1,3333~) 
STOP lO 
c 
C "VAl..UAlT Tilt Wt'\l.L BIIFAR SlRL':SS MH!:I:I ON TilE STEAT.IY···SlATE FIUCTION 
C IN nut L.AMlNMl H.OW C(ln!:, 
c 
200 IF <TIME.GE,UEGTIM,AND.I"XACT,E0.11 GO TO 1010 
IF (A~S(Qp),GE,UOPI DO TO 210 
TAUWf'"fli..NI~HOll(lP 
GO 1"0 1000 
210 SIGNO•BIGN<t.ODOrOPI 
GO TO IGDTOr<2~0•2JOI 
220 A•TAU043/PF*BIGNU+Rl..NR*OP 
TWOL[I"A 
240 TWNEW"-'A···Tt'H.IOB:"~* < TAIJOI"/ fWnL.ft l **3/F'F 
IF <ABD<TWN~W-TWDLDI.LE.TWERRI GO TO 250 
TWC)l.J).-TWNF.W 
GU TO ;;!40 
250 TAUWP•TWNEW 
GO TO t)()(l 
230 TAUWP•TAU0431PFIDIGNUtRLNR*QP 
~100 c;,..A[IS(TfiiJ()F'!rAIJI,1PI 
c 
RE•,nECUAI:<S<OF' Ill"< 1, ··C >*<C**4·-4, *C+3.0 I 
IF <REoLTo20001 00 TO 1000 
C IF Nft ) 2000 CVAl.lJArl: nm Wfii .. L ElHEAI~ ~m~ESS USING TOMITA'S 
C COimELAl"IONS !N TIH: TURIILJLENT FLOW CASE, 
c 
XOLII'"l, 0 
ITEI'::••O 
TEHP•4•0*ALOG101REI-0,4 
510 XNEW~1.0/ITEMPt4.0*ALOG10<XOl..DII 
ITEf~"!TI:I'Hl 
JF (ADB<XN[W-XOL.DI.LT.O,Ol*XNEWI GO TO 520 
IF <ITER.DE,lOOI GO TO 2000 
XOI.I)"'XIU:W 
GO TO !HO 
~20 FRICr•XNEW**2 
T (,UWI''"'RE:C:!*FF~ I CF*OI''*l~P *S I GNO 
~~00 t:ONTI NUE 
1000 m::nmN 
1010 TAIJWf''•·•O,O 
liEHU.~N 
2000 WRJTCC6r20101 
2010 FORMATO.Xr '** ERI<I:)F( ** NO, OF I"I'EF~ATHIN!> EXCE:EI•ED 100 •, 
1 'f'Oft FF<:lCTlOiJ f"I'ICT!m EVALUATION'/) 
STllf" <!Ill() 
ENIHY F IIWIIO(MIJO<lrlfll.llf') 
MUOO•,MI.IO 
TAU! F'•,TI\Ul/1"1. 
rd':TLJHN 
"NU 
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HULII~OUTlNE Pli\UWt < NGNtW • ITINE, NHIUD, CON!3T:~, "fAIJtJP) 
c: 
C THE FOI. LOWING SlJilfWUTlNF IS Ll:>l:'ll l:lY SlllJROIJTINt:: LINEO 
C: HI EWtl.lJI\TE lHI WALL. GflLAR GH~Efi!:i BMJED fiN THE TIMf.:-DEF"ENI:tENT 
C FIUCTION, 
c 
c 
c 
c 
r; 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
I MPU C n I"~Eftl.lHl ( 1\···11, 0··-Z) 
COMMON/NALL/Y(llrDY<IlrXC220lrPC30lrTIMEoBEGTIMo 
1 ENDTIMrDELT 
COMMON /FLAGS/IItOI.IT, IF~UN, ISTAFn, ISTOF'Uo IO,IJMP 
C:OMNON /MISC/f'I rNf:iiJE•K r MCIJ:tl~ 
* 
* l 
~~ 
3 
4 
.. 
.. 
6 
7 
B 
9 
1 
1 
REAL.*B MUoL•MliOrNSUltK 
DJMENSlON PPCIOIIo TWMC61r1011,WMC60o4) 
EUUlVAl..E::Nt!E 
EW.JIVALI-;NC£: 
ECiliiVAl..F:NC:E 
<X< 10) rf'HO 
<X< l.l l rPf'( I I I 
( P ( :o , NF'St::fll , 
<t' (:;;) 'VI" ) ' 
(f''(bl oNUl, 
<PCB> rr:ETI\1, 
( P ( 11) rl.) • 
<F' ( 13 ) ' f~N[rf)) , 
cr-o:.~>rm.>o 
(f'071oHLS>• 
(f''(l'llolflf'T)r 
(f>(21)ol"NPMCIJ:IIr 
<P<:!:u .nmNOF'>, 
<f><25> .n~e:tm>, 
CPC2'7> rPF), 
CP(291rPINIT)r 
Sf.lfn' (X) "'[ISCIF:T <X> 
AIJS <X I <=[IA[rS C X> 
IF <HUDE.NE.OI GO TO 50 
(I" ( 4), f.l). 
0'(7) oRHOl r 
< P < 9 > r TAI.IO h 
CP<12h1Jir 
<P< 141 rDU, 
(f'<16) rT.tSOUI'\S), 
<f' <HI> r TAFTO > r 
(f"C:.!O) rE::HROkl r 
C I"< ~!2) r 1 IJI{NON I , 
CF'<24l rDEL'tAT> r 
<P<26), ITWMOJ:t), 
<F'<2BloOF>• 
CP<4B> ,NZEFm> 
f"EmFORH THE INITIAL CAI.CULA'fiONS FOR TUE CONSTANTS, 
DELTIH•UELT/RNDO 
DEL.TD2•DELTIM/2,Q 
C:I\J...L f' WIIMO ( Ml.l() • TAUJ f") 
Nflf~ I llb·,Nfm l [I 
t:2M1 "4, Oli!MU/ (RI·IO:t:l.t:tft) 
Wl'll Tf: ( b, 2:'.; I 111.10, Hl.t. T ftl.fl I" 
25 FCIRMftTC1Xr'HUO • 'r011.4•' MU • 'rG11.4•' TAU1P • 'rf.lllo4) 
C2t1;!,,C2M 1 *MUO/HII 
c:nmn•,CONGT~ 
DEL.TZ2•2.0~./(NGRIDZ-1) 
nu;;p,.m:t..·nr:.•~r:::Mt 
[I() :10 1".1 rN/Fidl 
WM(loli•WClMCf",JI 
20 WHCir2)uWt<WM<T•1>•I> 
THEPvltLL.TD~fC2M2 
llO 30 1'"1 rNZFRO 
WM<l•J>•W<lHEPrll 
30 W1 < 1 , 4 l '"IJ 1. ( Wt1C l • :H r 1 l 
f'GlMDSr• <PI"< .1. I ····1·'1' <::;>I /J:tCL l'Z2*T! 
[10 40 1"'1 rNZLIW 
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40 
4 •. .. 
50 
(; 
c 
c 
c 
230 
240 
24~0 
1000 
c 
c 
c 
c 
cc 
c: 
c 
c 
c 
WH.NI"•WI il·'t;f(,~ll:;, J) 
[I() 41) ,J•·'.loNiil;ll't 
H.ll'lC 1 •J)··Wil Ill' 
N/I':IWI" Nl.~:l,f.lll 
ou ,1:> .J•·l, Nf•ln 1:1 
TWMCN:EROlrJI•PGRADD*0,25 
GO TO 1000 
CONTINUE: 
E:VI'lLllo'•l'E Wl'li.L SHFI'lf< r.mEBS l•AfllcD ON THE TIME-tiH'ENI11:NT FRICTION 
AT A GIVEN GRID POINT. 
SUM,.•O,O 
M·•t 
lF CAl!SCTWM<N7UW1•NGNOW)),l.l'.TAli1PI 11••3 
IF CNGNOW,CQ,J) GO TO 230 
IF CNGNDW.EU.NGRID;I UO 10 240 
PClRA[I"'['* < PP < NGNOW···1 I ·-PI'·' ( NGNOW+1 I) /rtEL TZ2 
GO TO ~':W 
f"DIIAi.l'"li:t <PI" ( 1 I ··f'l' (:~I I *2, 0/DE:L T7.~! 
GO HI 220 
PDRAD~D*<PPCNURI[IZ-11-PPCNGRIDZII*2,0/DELTZ2 
SUM•m(),O 
CALL ERRSET(20U•256r2rll 
flO 250 I"lrN7ERil 
TWM (I, NGNOW I • TWtH l rNGNOW I *WM( I r M HW1 C f'GRAD, I )··PGRAD*WI1( I rM+1 I 
SUM.,~HJMHWM< l rNONClWI 
CAl.l. Ef~RfJETC:!08r lOr 10r21 
TWMCNZEROlrNGNOWI•fJUM 
l'AliWI'';SUMli>CONS r 
r~ETURN 
EN It 
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION W<TMEPr!) 
THIS FUNCTION t1lJIJf'ROr.r~AM Hi llSir.r.o IIY THE SUF.IROUTINE F'TAUWE 
Trl EVALUATE THE E:XPONF.N1'IAL. TEI~M IN EQUATION 4,'46 OF THE TEXT, 
IMf'L.lCJT REAl.*O <A-HrO-Z> 
COMMON/NALL/YC11rltY(11rXC220)rP<50>rTIMErDEGTIMr 
1 F.NDTIM•DELT 
COMMON /UU1~UT/XXC3001rYYC3001rZZ(3001rPA<300),pMC3001 
C:OMMotl /FLAGS/I BOUT, WLJNr I START' lSTOf'Ur I DUMP 
REAL MU 
DIMENSION ZEROB2C6ll 
EQUIVALENCE CPC31rNPDEGl• 
* (PCGlrVP>, 
* (f'(l.lrMI.llr 
1 CPCOlri:IETAir 
2 (P(11lrL)r 
3 <f'C131oRNDU>o 
4 (f'(15)rfH.)r 
~i 0·'(1.7) ,f~LS> r 
6 <PC191rTAFT>• 
7 (f'(;~! I, INI"t1!')J:I), 
13 ( P ( ;.>:~) , TIJI~NUF) , 
9 <I" C =!~i), TW(:f~IU r 
1 u• < ;rn , f"F , 
1 CI"C291rPINJTir 
MTfl MfJ[I!:l/0/ 
(f'(4)r0), 
<P<7> rr~HDI • 
<PC91 •lALJO>, 
CP<l21rllh 
CP<14) rDI.I, 
Cf'Clt.lrllSOl.IRSir 
Cf'C1H> rTI'lFTO>, 
<P<201 rERf(Of0' 
<F''C;!21 rTUI'mflNI r 
<P<241 rDEI..TfoTh 
( f' ( ~!l.> • JTWMOro > • 
<r'<21H .nr>, 
(1"(401 rNZEIIOI 
C: ZEF10l1 OF TU£: l<EGUE:l. F'UNCTI ON .1() <X I 
c 
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c 
c 
l.lA TA 'lrf~O~i/ ;~.:,. Ill.~ 1.110,. :h).~~ 7 t ~.,1'10, l4 • noc,:;uo, J.:~9. O:.S'JfiO, 22:.:. 9~l 1 ono, 
1 :~~,~6. ~)b 4 l P~1, 4 4'i'. q::-;:,,I:t()' ~.)'l:S, 0·1 .. \:,no, 7:·:.;:71. 0 1?~-!~··iiJO, 'I::~B. 4 '/O"I£10 r 
:"1140. no:·.t>o, 1 ~'<.:.• .trnno, 1 ;.o4. t,;•:.;Ar•o, UMb. ::·:•no, ::! 147. ::~ot.BJlO, :~44U, !;2oDo 
:l • ;•·Jb'l • ;•1),,1"10 • :It 0'1. "l'll tiO • :H 10, O~'l~.if10' Jo::;o, OH,li<)' 4~149, 736TIO, 466'i', 19390 
40rS1<>tJ.JD97ll(),~i567.3:'31P0•6045.99~~DOr654~.4~16DOr·70~~.5703DOr 
57600o4~7DOrDl~H.099DUOrA7J:.>,463?DOo93J2,5A39DOr9949,4~41UOr 
6105D6.027DOrl1242,JJ9DOo1191H,416DOrl2614.23?DOriJ329.764DO, 
7140.'1:.1, o::woo, 1 ·w:·'i'. 0671H>r :t :'i~•'?·I.IB'lDO, u,:m•?, :l~.;uo, 17203, sn,no, 
B1D<K~7. :3l,J1fiO, t nnrrt. 29?It<>. .1 9'/64. ·;t~no, :)ob~~i'l. 9::b'l!O ·21570. nt~:-.no., 
92~503.571l0,23455.994DOr244211.12JDO,~S420.029D0,26431.67DOr 
127463,0~~U0,2R514.138DOr?9~04,9aJ[IO,J06/5,~95[10,317S5,933DOo 
232916,01DOr34065.7S9DOrJ~235,344DOr36666.66[10/ 
AilS< X) "'Dillll3 <X l 
EXP<Xl.,DLXP<Xl 
SQ~T<Xl•DSORl<Xl 
II' ( MtmE 1 , Nt: , 0 l GO TO 1 0 
MODE 1 '"1 
SUH.,o.o 
[ll) 20 .1'"1 rNl.I:RO 
20 SUM•• SUM+ l , 017Erws:! (.I l 
FRRCIRS"·'E:XF' ( ... 'THI:"··nEROO;~ ( NllmO+t) l * <O, 2!':'i···Sl.IM) 
WRITE (6,:10) CJ(I'(Of~SrZl.fmG;.!<NZEIW+l) 
:~0 f"riRMA T <1 X r 'Ellr~OR IN SUM' ':un ;.! , 4) 
10 W•EXPC-ZEROH2(Il*THEP) 
RETURN 
ENTRY W1<WTEM~oil 
WlnW'fEMP/ZER002<Il 
RETURN 
END 
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C Tllr: f"PII iJLITIIf.; •·,llr•r.~ntJTHI[ I.JN[O IMI"I...EMicNTB HIE MCTHllf! OF 
C CHARACTERISTICS SOLUTION TECHNIQUE ALONG WITH THE LINE MODELS 
C [I[VE:l.llf"I:IJ IN Cflf\F'TEI~ IV AND V, 
C THE SUBROUTINES ORFCrORFCOrOUADSrOUADL CALLED BY THIS ROUTINE ARE 
C NOT LISTED SINCE THEY IMPLEMENT ONLY THE ORIFICE MODELS AT 
C UPSTREAM AND f~WNSTREAM ENDS, SUBROUTINE ZXGSP IS AN IMSL ROUTINE, 
C r. ltf'.Tr.TU:D nr.!'iCf<'!F'TION Of IT CAN DE FOUND IN CHAF'TER z, VOL,3 OF 
C THE HlSI. I'ROGI".:toM rtOCUMENTATION, . 
c 
cc 
c 
c 
c 
c 
BUPRrnJT!NE LINEO<NGRIDZJ 
!M~LICIT REAL•UIA-H,O-ZI 
J:XTERtUtl F 
COMMON/HALL/Yl11rDYll),XI220),p(501•TIME•BEGTIMr 
1 ENDTIMrDELT 
COMMON /OliTF'UT ;~·t, ( :500) 
COMMON /FLAGS/lBDUTriRUNrlSTARTriBTOPUriDUMP 
COMMON /MISC/PirNSUBKrMDDE 
m::r.L~4 h~ 
l<l'ftl. 'f!J Jl~,tlfiJ.. •i1U ,l,. 
ft!Ml NS!PN ff'MJ•f"( 101 I rTCMF'Cl< 101) 
CiJJ;HIJII lf:lll. VFf( I fii'U. l 101) rF'Af(1 (f) i r 
1 !'111 !Jill!; i 1.0 I 1 r l:tEI..'ll'lt·' •l.:lit', I WrTf'f'l r Tf'Ml• TOMl, ICAV< 101 I 
COI1MDN /.'dlaif'I./(,J f'liArfll..f"fiJ I 
II IMUI~; Httl DEUI( ~;) r f(U:N ( tD rH C';) r VCAV ( 10:ll rVOLA ( 101) rnMT ( 101 I 
c•••••••••••••*******'********************************************* C ron lNJlll'tL !>TI:ArtY·-STAl!~ ANALvt>ISI 
nTMENSJON f"ARCIOI 
c 
c***'*******'·**************************************************** Etll.ll'JA1ENI:~: (Xl:tli,Ti::Mf"F'C111r <X<1121rTEMPCH1))r 
I Cl:l 10i rf"Iroli r <X<2131 rClOUTI 
EOU1'JALfNCE CXCilllrPOUTI 
c 
EOU JVft1.ftH::E IPC;l) rNF'SF.:Gi r <f'(41 rGI, 
* 
O··(::.iJ r 1Jf') • 
/(. (f"([,),HUir IPI71 rl'iHO> r 
1 cr· (11 > .~,r:·t f.> , (1"(9) r'TAl.IO)r 
l <I'C liii rNijiUJ)S) r 
:! If-' (1 l) , l.) ' (f'lt:'!lrf.lir 
:5 < F' < r:> > , rawo > , 11''(14),[11.), 
4 ( f' ( 1 ~j) , fil .. ) ' ( f' ( 1 t.. I r [IS()URB I r 
~ (f·'(.17)rFIUJ), <P<:lOI rTAFTOI • 
6 Cf'( 19i rTAFr>, (f'(201 rEHfmR>, 
7 (f•t:•t) r lt'Jf"MO[I) r <PC<'.~!) rTlJfiNONI' 
n <f'·l:l;~) rHmNOFI' (PI<!4) rl:tEL.TATI, 
9 C PC;?~;) r TWERfO r' <P<261 riTWMODI, 
1 Cf'(:~7) rf'F) r (f'(213) rClF) • 
1 <f"U'n rf"HIITI r 
2 (f''C:WI rfUEN< l) I r <l'<a~i) rH<l I I, 
3 (f'i441r1t:XACT), (P(45) rRi' 
4 (f'(4b) rRt(fi) r <P(4'7> ,E,VTC), 
::; <P<·~!l) rNZEf(Q), <P<491 ,PSATI r 
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c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
c 
6 c P c 40 l r E<F.GTMD l r 
COUIVALENtE CP<50lrNDRFCI 
SORTCXI~DRDRTIXI 
~IDNCX•Y>~DS1GNCXrYI 
AB'·'i (X l ··DI\I'IS (X) 
FLOATC~I~DFLOI\TC~) 
£ XP C I. l ,.,·[tCXf' (X I 
ASINIX'•DARS!NCXI 
SINCXl"'DSIIHXi 
IF CHOt~-11 t00r200r300 
t. HH r t ftl lli'IT I 1'111 *** 
r: 
1 oo nr·,•;nr .. 1 ( 1111 ;,;r:·Hn 1 
l.tl·! 'J !11 111 I 1/:(tH.IO 
r:u ... r.-. H lf!.iJF·r 
'JI"f• 'Jf•; f•J" 
loU 1111' fil·lll111·'.r/L 
rlf;lo' !II/ • I'IGI•: ( f•'> 
!I' I rrr;f.: I lor: ,,;·n.C> I 
l l!f"oi.' Uti • 'IF l :<I J • o;,;r;r.;LC [tEl. TMF' l+O, ~I> *2+1 
r,t.'l r,.·f•fH•-I.t:•;4.() 
u::<ll<l' · ~·.lil(f I !'UIOo!<f<l" TA) :r.M~E:A/ C 8, O*f' UMU*L) 
1!1'1 7f'·.:" I /li;I;H{lil··ll 
1•!. U I J.•LLZI<~HllcLll<2 
CRt'lliO·'O.O 
rr t ur:r:·rn~·; .ur::. 01 
1 ~RATl0•1J .o-mrtTIM*O•~*AF/rtELZB21*0•5 
'"'1> 111 .. t..l t<.~ -trr,l~l::r, 
f;llW.r:l 11,0 FXf'C··f.oEI .. .'flM*CVTCll 
1JilU•'lT· Lfiii/M 
VOL~M~~~~NVL •<CrJAT+14,7l/CVPt14o71-1.0) 
'lUI (or1· VIH.f,h/'JUL!HJ' 
f'llrto.:l" ,ll,O 
!IU..H I 1 > 'l;:li'i'H ( l > *I'<I;':L/I:r:~/I(L.F.:N ( 1 I 
u· <rtf·~.ro;,u:. l! c,u TO 1:10 
1•0 I ;'(i I • .. :·•, NP~>f;.f-1 
.1;•() :•f'IH•Il Fl,f./11(1/ llll··l.>>*J:tL;:l,7D:Z/I~\.E:NCI> 
l:W ti/ltl·tnxU;IICI.CWWII)tO.~i) 
11 rrH <> 
r· [Ill' I'!;!JIJid;(!IIJ/1MYI/I"'F' 
Cfd. l i (o'lolf 'J < liiJMi1Y, llliMMYI 
11'1. tr1f'c tHII<FC 
rilofo'f'l, ··<i 
U•U OPf·f:II(F:!;IIt.II<Gl 
r:r.u. IJI<F c "" .liM• > 
NWWC> I VI.. TriP 
II" WI.JI(I:!;, LU. ;~) t:ALL Cll'if'Cv I C:S) 
U" I lillf':FC ol1E .l l C~tLl.. Of( I' G I CL.. I 
(f~C41 l rENDTMDI 
c 
C~*****'*'*'**.tl.t***'************************************************* 
c 
C fiNfJ THE STEI\DY-STATE FLOW ANI:I INITIALIZE THE GI~HIS 
90 
C ACCOI<TiltiGL Y, 
c 
f'(f•: f;'rHill IIF"~>I?G) 
IF !!ll<'Mritl,(G,t) GO TO 111 
f•!~ TF·•·J··:;ur !PC ( fJUI1MY > /F'F 
Rl.!rll>l.O 
f"f•·•f•!; l'f·'-1'£<' 
or,Pf'·•J•IJI'f<(10Uiil,·t HI.OI\TI+F<l.INF::) 
!F (flf,H'',I/F,O,Ol GO TO 105 
WRll[ 16ol030) QAPP 
ll1N,.··O,l) 
GO Tr) 11<1 
105 f'(rf! 0) '"f'[J 
f•(,l.:/1)··1. 
r·r.t"t :. ; ·I• 
T !Jt. J..f(f~f.lf.:U,u~·; < OM·f') 
lFOIDf11'G.I>C.2) GO 1'0 106 
f',ih' < :' l ·• m JH lf(C Pl\l< I :1) • r::I.OMI 
If OJlWII:.I:O.l> f"ARC3l"Cl. 
GO ·ru t<ll 
101. r:·,·.r:·<:·~:.~c!:~ 
r·,w 1 ."1. > "i':L 107 t;r;l,l. //i.J',f·'IFoi·'M<oPI:ii.JM•IDIJMrl•lrO. ,2,:(<QAPF'rTDL.r 
1 l.liW,, .lL.I'.:i 110 IF ( IJ'IIif C, r 0, 0 i f"lil.·oJ·''I'I .. IUNS* ( RSOUf~CH~t.rJA!I l 
IF lt·IIJI<I r:,to,;~) f'fiL""PD-AlrS<O!Nl>l*(l!N!l*C1/CS**2+1/CL**2l 
IF OIUJ.:I'C,F,:O.l > l''fll .... f''l'I-I(SflUf~C*IliN!> .. ·AEI!lCQINSl*CUNS/Cl.**2 
GO TO 112 111 O~i'•f·[f/f'l 
112 
1':;0 
c 
cnu. T r,r Jl.:rv c llSPr TWS l 
D! ri!.·•ll'..l' 
f'·l)L"4, r,* I vlfi.H../V IF <NOI<Ft:.C[l,()l Pri .. PDl .. HUNB*CH!>OUI~CH~LOAD> 
IF <NORVC.[fl,21 PD~PDL+ABSCOlNBl*OINS*Il/CS**2+1/CL**2l 
IF C 1101:1"1::. Fn, 1 l f"[t"f''lil..H($0UR'C*IHNS+CHN!::*ABS CQINS I /CL**2 
r·:o rr- ··Pill fTP 
PHil f···J·~;ff"'*f'F 
m:u· ... r·r•t >Hifl ln;Yr. 
IF IWWU1:.LE,11 f'BEG•PSTP-QINS*RBOIJRC 
II 'IJIIJ.:f f., ['1'1, ~! l f''DE G•·of':UP·-A£<!3 ( lliNtl) *QINS/CS**2 
vo 1 ~;o r' 1 , tu:m :mz 
ILMrPCII~PbEG-11-li*DELP 
TEMI'IJ( l )· IHtJ!; 
C*****~**•*****'******************************************************* [r() lt..O I ·•·1 d()l 
IJC!;'J I I> "0, 0 
\HJLtt< l i ..,.(J .0 
ICcriJC! l'"O 
Iii-' I < T I· •II, 0 
l /,0 U•i 11111:; (f) •.(), I) 
TIML•Iti.'IO'l(H 
W (tlf' , I J";IIIJI,•C ( [rl/1111'( I ·f'INIT) /f'F 
IF <riiWFC.l F,l I l'ifUll"'"rtPINr'/(IJSIJfiK+ftSOI.IRCI 
IF CNOfWC, E:IL =!, AIW, ABD <LtPlNF') ,(H ,1 .OE-<n GO TO 1060 
Tf.Mf'U C!. I '"LOP+ I'EMf''O I l ) 
TEHPPI 1 l "'J'IEUlP*N:3Ur<K+TE,HPPI 1) 
91 
CONST2•2.0*LID*DEL.TMP 
VPAP•ALPHA*CVP+14.71/PF 
IF CIEXACT.NE.O> CALL PTAUWE CNGNOW,IT!ME,NGRIDZ•CONST2,PHTWPI 
WRITE C6r11~) NORIDZrNDOrNSUBKrAF,QFrPFrTEMPQC1),TEMPPC11•CRATIO 
115 FORMAT C5X,'NO. OF GRIDS • '•l3•/5X,'NDO • '•I2•2X•'NSUBK • '• 
1 G12.Sr2Xr'AF • 'rG12.5r2Xr'GF = 'rG12.Sr2Xr'PF • ',Gt2.5/ 
2 ~X• 1 0P1 c 'rG12.5•2Xr'PP1 ~ 'rG12.5r2Xr'CRATIO= 'rG12.5) 
WRITE C6·118l RSOURCrRl.OAD,CSrCL 
119 F0f(~1r.T<1Xr'F.:SOtJRCE·':'l' 'r012.5r' f~t.OAitr:: 'rG:t2.5r' CS 1= 'rG12.Sr 
1 ' CL• '•012.5/) 
NG~NORIDZ-1 
c 
C SAVE THE INITIAL VALUES OF PRESSURES, 
c 
DO 190 I•2rNPSEG 
190 RLENCil•RLENCI-1l+RLENil) 
ACCL,.,O.O 
Hflllti,O.O 
lf>TOI''·"O 
Zoi1ELZfl2 
I Bl:n=l 
QO~f•TEMPQCNGRIDZ>*DF 
~·fl I 1 l"' Tf:Mf'P C l l :t<I"'F 
DO 16~ 1~2~NiiRIDZ 
DO 170 !F•IBEO,NPSEG 
IF IZ.L[,RLENC!Fil GO TO 190 
170 CONTINUl: 
180 H•Efi,.!F 
IF CIF.Hf,1) ACCL.•RLCNCIF-11 
IF CTF.N~.11 HADD•HCIF-11 
GTZoo I Z-flCCI.) *OFLfH IF) /I1CLZD2+HADD*RG 
z~z+[lf!tJij2 
PACI)RITrMPPC!I-OTZl*PF 
IF CPA<ti.LE.VP> ISTOP•1 
165 CONTINUE 
IF C1STOP.EQ.11 GO TO 18S 
Citl TO 1000 
lAS WRJTF (6o1001 CPACIWir lW•1•NGRIDZ> 
188 FORMAT C/CB<2X•E12.51)) 
STOP 100 
c 
C INCREMENT THE VARIABLES FOR ONE TIME STEP *** 
c 
c 
200 PINP•PBOURC<DUMMYI/PF 
HIEG<' 
A!iSIGN 2~~ TO I~lKIP 
DO ~50 IMAIN~lrNDO 
<>fiELZlt~' 
I[ICGP'-'1 
260 DO 220 I•IBEGrND•2 
OF~US•TEMPO<I-1> 
IF <ICAV<I-1l.GT.O> OPLUB•OMINUSCI-1> 
TOP1•0PL.US*C1.0-CRATIOl+TEMPOCI+11*CRATIO 
TOM1•0PLUS*CRATIO+TEMPQCI+11*C1.0-CRATIO> 
C EVALUATE WALL SHEAR STRESS DABED ON THE CONSTANT FRICTION MODEL.. 
c 
CALL TAUWEV<TOP!•TWL> 
92 
cr,u. TlollW(V'Tf.iMl•TWI<> 
c 
C: E'Jiil.UATE WALL SHEAR STRESS BASED ON THE TIME DEPENDENT FRICTION 
C liDCIEL, 
r. 
1~ crrXACT.NE.Q) CALL PTAUWE CI,ITIME,NGrCONST2rPHTWPl 
110 :~o·; IF,H<[GhNPSEO 
Jr 1/.u:.liL.EIHlFl> GO TO :.!06 
2(1'5 CUI< IT II IlL 
no HJ tO!.() 
:.!GtJ J ftt'ld' · rr 
IJI.I 1[1 (J, <1 
r.r:u c;. o 
u· <If. JJI:, l > lii:CL· I>LEIH lF-·1) 
!I' IH .• tiE •. I)II!,I•J.• tHlF·ll 
;·,I' 1 '.' · r,f.l'l i <·1•1" I If' IF I Jr•l I Zf<~:H-IttTIT•:I<I'W 
li'l'l II :·.1·1 \I ·1 HC l,(i· .. Ct(ATII.ll·IH,I-if'F·( Hl l*Cr(ATIO 
ff':11 I! ht'I'Cl .. ll*Cia,r.£OHE11f'P(Hll*C1.0-CRATIO) 
.' I fill. I.'// 
II" (ff:r. 1J(J.),(>f,\i) fiiJ TO 215 
T1 ,11'1'1 I , .. (),'A<'If•f•l·ITI'Ml+<TW·l-TUMU* 
1 tl~:tll:l<' ·CI'JIHH:>.r C I'WL-·TWr()) 
11 Mf•ft < ! J "'l, ~.;>I< C ll·'f·· .l ·-TPI1:1.+ <TOPHTOM 1) *NSlJl'K 
l l.l>tt'-;1:·~ < IWI.t-'I'WfO-::!oO*F'I·ITWf'l/NtilJl'K 
H' <Ut:l··i·'I'Cli-I>Tli.fH.Vf'f") r,o Ttl 2:u, 
t, I 
1: •:.r.: t Hfi' CI•'Jllr>lll.lN Fl.AG f,Nra DO THE CALClJLI\'TIONS ACCOUNTING FOR 
C Cf,'JTlf-ITl0/1, 
c 
ICIIIJ C I)" .. l 
n~ -rcr ru.•;< 1 > 
r r,r,-, 1 tJ .. (, 
(,,-J TO <:~l7,2!!l),IGT 
c 
'· r;r,·n 1 ·1 IIJI•I1foT 11111. 
c 
,•11 f'(,f<l ( ... ) IJI:o'l 1)( I) 
::'19 TFI1J·f"( [ l 'JI'f'H;rz 
Tf.t1r·frl /1-· C'lf-''f"l f'L11f·P< I> HCll''i.j<NSUl'II\ .... CONST2*TWL-PHTWf'l/NSUI<K 
llM li/1 I', C J l •· !TFMf"f" < l) - li''I'IHTCIM1*NiJI.IIlK-C:ONST=l*TWR-PHTWf") I 
1 0~ 'l/ i•t 
•!i'.r,•JI 'I i t•·r,rn C 'l l -1-<1, :;noi"I..TMF'* <l:lMlNUS I l l·-'T[Mf'IH I HQf;L< I l) 
(iO rn J·,J\rr·,<:~':':t .. ::~::!~'?> 
::'::'! Jt-" nr,t;r,·:ll.rtl.l) r;n TO :.::14 
r~· <•Jt.:I••J< r' .u·,o,o> <:11 "l'f.l 214 
c 
(; ldfl m.l.! (,!;f t:fii·I!',II•FI'd:J), 
c 
lcVf,Vl < •!t.f,•J < I> ·ll"fol< I< 4) > *ll, :.lti<Vi:iLREF /VL 
I)I"JI (.t1 I 'Jill. (o/H I <VIii)!. I \f••J(,I)I... H~l;!l) 
IF I'JIJI.o.l [) .I,F.'JI'II.t,MTl no lCl 214 
VOI.A' I I ~OLA< lltCONfiTJ*IVCli...AMT-VOLAIJ)) 
It:'. I I I i 'Jill (, C 1 H< (VI·' 114. l) /1-'F 
;! 14 ! F I 11U•1-i Cl 1 , GE, f>I.YH UVULA (I )) (i(J TO 225 
! ,., ! ,,. I l I~ I 
"!Lt;'J~ r) :2 
en ·1o 2 tb 
c 
9.J 
1: 110 MOf((: A I R ro:~:u:ASE AND BIJEII<LE FOl-LOWS GAS LAW, 
c 
::1 ff ~·(,J( I. ( 4 1 ,. VCi\'J (I) 
216 f'lof•:l(l>•J.4 
[. 
f·Mn. I :•) ;ou~: f~!HWL. H''H'TWP 
r·r,p 1 < .l i' 1-:UN!; r:~.tTWR I f·HTWP 
r·r.r,t c~·il rm1 c I> 
PMO <6>=GIZI·Vf"P 
Pr.t.·t < 1; -··n .. nr.r c :r > 
F' M<l < fl) •'fOP 1 
VCAV<I•· ruiiCICICRl 
H" u1 r,,, n •. 140> !:TCiF' :?.lC.O 
H-:i<·· (', 
J r· < 1 L11r·o> ( 1 l • 1:r, VI'F" ~GTZ+VPAI") GrJ TO 2~!5 
(I'J,'J I I)., I 
t (,IJ,lU 1 
t,n rr1 :) 1 ·; 
f. 1/M'Of<-IJNI.Y MF'CIUINI::;M. 
c 
;;>;'!;> rr· I<Jr:to'l( I l ,fif .0.0110) GO TO ~!2~.) 
1 F>WI· l I) --'0. ";• < Tf"f'.l ·HI"m ·H TOP1.· .. HJM1) ll< 
1 ,,. ·''1.: ·tlln' .• r :::t. < rw1 1 wrn > 
H:t~l'·u 1 r i '). ~.~ C lf''f·i ----fl"r1'1·1· CHI I'' l·I·Ti~Ml l ;r.NSUI<t< 
1 --COri'il :.• n TWI.. ·I HJJ': J ·<~, O)j;F't-ITWP) /N:>LJE!l< 
rr ur:•1r·Po > · r;·tz.u:.vr:-t>> nror• 222 
\iUo'J< I >·-•0,0 
rr·r,IJ( 1 J ~·) 
w :t c r l · o, r> 
r,r) r n :··:?/) 
:?2'l Old I l1 Illiitlll!'i<J)-I'f:MI'•Q(l) 
r (,( !1°1 1 il ··<i 
:t:?f, l'f.l r > ! fU1f'f'( 1 l ·l.ilZl-tf·'F' 
c 
::::'20 f:!.iUilNtH" 
I l<f.l,f' l 
[f I !l<t·n.n'l.~~) r;o 'TO 240 
1 i<L/,' :! 
f,',f;H;N :'!:!:~ TO lf:I"'U .. 
II!Mf ·'fl'ft11. II 
f'lt\.J f.· I It' 111 'I' I ll!Of< I [1/) --IW*H ( Nf·~if':t>)) ll<f"F 
011111 ll11l·'IHi-Jf,f.:.ll.1/)~I'IF 
t:ll I 0 .·•;:, 
C U.F r 111111ill'of,f<f CfiLC:UL.I'\UONS 
c 
~40 li'IMt··II.D·;•.o•ci'ATIOI*TEMPn<2lt~.O*CRATIO*TEMPQ(l) 
U1LL TroiJoli.V< f'flt1tr rwrn 
lF' (IHII:n: .1 l:. l l r:r.u. OF<FC/l <Jif1flllflC) 
H !til.lf·'l 1:.1 11.:.•; Cfll .. l .. tliWJ.:C.HCS) 
r,:-;::itfjr~ :··:·!1 rn IGI<:rp 
If- Cld:~;.u: .0.0) f.ol>l>tGN 2:!~~ TO HII\IP 
!T!11E~n JMfc+l 
If' '£1"/!,l:l.tll.:./,) t:rol.l. f'·Tr.tiWC C1rlHMJ:!:rNGrCilNST2rPI-ITWP> 
TPMJ:<1.0-2.0*CRATI1tl*TEMPPC21+2.0*CRATIO>i<TEMI"PC11 
If (JC~J<l,.Ut.Ol LU 10 246 
1 I' IJHlf..I'C. (oF',;.~ l fi(J HI :~'12 
94 
IEHPU(li~!PlllP-TPMJ+TOM1*NSUDK-CONST2*TWR 
1 -l''li I t-Jf=· I/ ( II!;Uf<!>:+FlSOlJF;:C: I 
I U11'1' < l l'"i''!NP··'TEMPO ( 1 I *RciOlJRC 
!"itl TO ~'4] 
:'·~2 CJ "-li'Mlt f011l.t<N!}UI<K·-CONST2*TWR··F'HTWF' 
U,Ll. Ullf•V'; < n niT I J I r TU1PlH 1 I, C1, C:~h Nm.JE<I'\ ,p INF' > 
c 
r: CI!FU; Fllf< C:i,'Jl TATION AND flO THE NECESSARY .CALCULATIONS USING 
C Vl'.f'!'Jii ·DilLY MLCHtiiHSM. 
c 
~43 IF ITEMF'I'I11.DT,VPPI GO TO 245 
H:t.•J I t j 'l 
:<:4b ·rrt1r·r·1 .11. •JPP 
ff '""I'Fi: .1 I. , I I 'fl:l1l'f) ( 11'" ( PINP···'TE:MPP ( :1. I I /RBOIJRC 
IF lllf•t:: C ,F(l,'.') ITMF'CH 1 l'"Cl::*SIGN< 1.0rPlNP-TEMI"r'<l I >*St~RT<AI:tS( 
1 1'1/H' ILI11'i'( l1 i I 
OM flliJ: I l I· <Trtlf'f'( 1 I-TI'·M1+TllMHNSUBK·-CONST2%TWR-PHTWPI/ 
1 ti:;UI:t, 
'Ji:toV' l I V•:r,v < 1 1+0. :"i>l'l:IEI .. TMP* (OM I NUS ( 1 > -TEMF·Q ( 1 I+QRU 1) I 
flfil I 1 I 'lilllNWi< l I··TU1PCl<ll 
If I'JU,'i<! I ,f'ii'JJ,(/1 GO 'TO 24:;; 
! ("(I') ( ! ) lt 
1)1,',•,1( I I {) .(J 
fif:J.l l j "().(i 
li tPIJI'I C,Ui ,:·.'J uu TO ~·.~44 
rf"Mf·'(JI l ; .... (f'ff,!' Jf·MI+TI1Ml*N~ol.IBI\·-CONST2*TWf\ 
1 -1"'11 rw· 11 < rJ~itll'll\ l·ri:::nur,c > 
: nu·r· < 1, ·f" nw ·lF:t1PCH 1 l .t'f(~>ntmc 
(ji I lfl :>141 
2•\4 f. I· -1 hit t i0111 ~N:;LJJ'<K· .. C:UN!';T:!HWR····l"'HTWP 
Ll\11. (Ill(,!•·':< 11111"1'( J l,n:t11"'0< 1 l rClrCSrNStJ!tKrPINPl 
::441 IF ( lLtlf'l'( 1 l .u: .• 'JI''f') !;·mr-· 4000 
I. 
r. f··.t.• ·II r t:nr llll•r,f·:·r Uil. CIIL.Ar Hnl!3 
t: 
~~4~-~ ,.,,.l.IJ'; .. fll'd'l.J(Nt.ii<Jl.l}'>"l) 
1"'1~ I I ) .., .. f I' /1f'f' ( l) ;tf'T 
If < lfl!oCT ,f/J.' .• ()l t;r,u. f'Tr,UWC <NGIUDZriTIMEr.NGrCONST2,F'HTWP) 
!I I II.!,IJiriiOJn·w: ·1 I ,f;'f,OI Oi''Ll.lf>""'lMINUf;rNGRIT!Z·-ll 
ll•f"l .;:·t.IJ';~·r I,(, .. ;!. *i:l{l>l:tUH2.'!<CI'~ATIO*TEMPtHNGRIDZl 
C!oll. Tt',II~JI·Ijl 11/l'l rlWI.) 
Tt·f·l ll'r1f·r· '.Ill .1, ll•.~ ·I.>*< 1, 0·-2, .t<CI~ATIO) +2. li<Cflf•TIO*TEMPP< NGRIDZ) 
I r OJ< ll·:f'l:. U•, o i r.f\l.L Oflf'G < 1<1 ... 01'\J;Il 
n· lr•Of;tf:,l,l,ll Lt<LL Oftf'C(CLI 
11· ( r.-~(,',l<rli.il·:IIIZi .t'J/,(J) I)U TO :~40 
IF ll;tri.-I·'Lof~f ,•'ll no HI ::!4:·,1 
lll'of'IIIIH;I·'I!I/ 1 ( lf'l'l"l'l f'•+TOI"'! 
1 <ll';ilf.<l Lilll":r:.!WHII.· f'IITWf')/(N!'iUI.<I\H~I..Cl(;f.l) 
f! r·ll'l' < rll;r.: (LIZ)·' I U1i''U ( NGI'O::[f.rl) .tHl.OAf<i·PEP 
!IO ·r U : 1 •1 ~~::: 
~4~1 C:1,Jf•J'·J HU.f"l*il'AJt:•I\···CI:SNS'f~~!j<TWL· .. F'HTWf' 
Clll .. t fiiJM•L ( H Ml''l·' (N,;RH<Z) r TEMI''U(NI:iiUI)Z) rCl •CL•NSUBI\,f"EF') 
c 
1.. Clll:l:l\ f"l<h Cfo'J IT r,T Tlll-l !,N[I flO Hit:: NECE~i!>Af(Y CALCULATIONS Ui> IN!> 
;.:,,:;2 lf < <TLr·lf·f•(IJ(,ICll.•.O-RG*H<NF'Sf'-G> I .GT ,Uf'F'l GO TO 247 
ICAV<NC;HIL•Zl'-'1 
95 
24B f~M~PINGN!DZI~V~PtRG*HINPSEGI 
241)2 
247 
,;'Hi 
I (if;() 
101 (, 
10::'0 
tr~:~o 
1 0{,1) 
1070 
rr:11f'O I 1IIJI:ll<Z i -'·I ·r PI" l·-TE111"P I NbftiDZ I ·HGPl*NSUBK 
1 -CONST211WL-r~TWPI/NSUBK 
IF INUPFC,EO.Ol UMJNUSCNGRIDZI•ITEMPPINGRIDZI-PEPI/RLOAD 
IF <NORFC,GE.ll QMINUSCNGRIDZI•CL*SIGNil,riTEMPPINGRIDZI-PEPII 
1 ;t'lOPll Mt~; I H Mf'P I NGI( r f!Z) -Prof') I 
VCAVINCPIDZI~VCAVINGRIDZI+0,5*DELTMP*<DMINUSINGRIDZ>-tEMPQ(NGRIDZI 
1 HWI. O•t:P H•l> I 
DRLCNGRlDZI~UMINUBINGRIDZI-TEMPQCNGRIDZI 
IF IVCAV!NGRIDZI.OT.O.ODOI GO TO 247 
1Cf.,1J ( IIGF':·I fll i ·:O 
1JCI.•J ( I<',J( ll)/) "0. 0 
(Jf.:l .. ( lll,f<l f:f} "0. 0 
H I IIIH··f 1 •• tJf. ()I UO TO ::.!4131 
TFI1f·<l I 111/f::J II/ I •· I TF'F' 1·-·I'·Ff' HUPt 
1 .tr<: .111:1; -·CON!: r;'.;t! I WL---f'HTWf'·) I ( N!:ii.J[<I\H(I ... OA[I) 
fflif'f' < ,ll'il·': rill> 'Tf:.til'l.i I NGftH•l) *ftLO(;D+P~:t" 
j J I I I (j ; ~I,:;'.'.~ 
1: J : l'i' l t ·, i.W.I.ftlbl.lt•I<-CDI·Ii'iT:.'!:I'TWL-PHTWP 
r;,;J.L W lr.LtL ( H::t\f·'f'( Nl-ifUl:IZ I rTEMPQ ( NGIUrtZ) r Cl• CL •NSLJBK r PEP) 
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